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1 Introduction
In the last three decades, the world energy consumption has more than doubled [1].
This trend is projected as an averaged 1.4% increase per year until 2040 [2]. Although
there are strong efforts to facilitate the use of renewable energies, only about 15% of
the total worldwide energy consumption were covered by renewable energy sources
in the year 2014 [1]. With fossil energy sources like coal, oil, and gas becoming more
and more scarce, the renewable energy sector will have to grow accordingly to compensate for the future lack of fossil energy sources. Renewable energies like wind,
solar, and geothermal energy solutions have emerged in the last decades and grew
to provide the biggest contribution to the renewable energy sector besides bio fuels
[1]. These forms of power generation are coupled to specific local requirements to
be economically worthwhile as for example having strong enough winds or hours of
sunshine over the year.
Another form of energy source independent of fossil fuels is thermoelectricity. Thermoelectricity enables the transformation of temperature gradients into electrical energy and vice versa. Such temperature gradients are present in every other kind of
power generation in the form of waste heat, which could be harvested by thermoelectric devices. Energy losses due to waste heat were estimated in 1971 to 50% of the
industrially generated energy in the USA [3], which highlights the potential of waste
heat as a form of energy generation without directly relying on fossil fuels. Even
the harvesting of naturally abundant temperature gradients provided in the form of
human body heat could be utilized in energy self-sufficient systems [4].
The foundations of thermoelectricity were laid in 1821 with the discovery of the Seebeck effect by the Baltic German physicist T. J. Seebeck [5]. He demonstrated that
the application of a temperature gradient led to a measurable thermovoltage in metals. In 1834, the French physicist J. C. A. Peltier discovered another thermoelectric
effect known as the Peltier effect [5]. This effect describes the emergence of a heat
flux due to an electric current. The last thermoelectric effect called Thomson effect
was discovered by the British Lord B. Kelvin (formerly William Thomson) in 1851
[6] and describes the absorption or emission of heat when an electric current flows in
a material under an applied temperature gradient. The first constant property model
to derive parameters for maximum thermoelectric efficiency was introduced by E. Altenkirch in 1911 [7]. It was shown that a high Seebeck coefficient α, a high electrical
conductivity σ, and a low thermal conductivity κ are needed to get a highly efficient
thermoelectric material. Later on, these thermoelectric transport parameters were
−
combined into the so called figure of merit ZT = α2 σκ 1 T . This up-to-date used
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theory of thermoelectricity along with the introduction of semiconductors as prime
thermoelectric material like the classic thermoelectric material SiGe was given by the
Russian physicist A. F. Ioffe in 1949 and the following years [8][9].
Despite numerous potential applications, thermoelectric devices are still limited to
niche applications like autonomous sensor systems [10], where high reliability and lifetime outweigh their generally low conversion efficiencies [11]. The interdependence
of the thermoelectric parameters α, σ, and κ led to the perceived limit of ZT < 1
[12] resulting in efficiencies for thermoelectric devices well below 10% until the end of
the 1960s. The most prominent application of thermoelectricity was found in space
exploration missions to the edge of our solar system, where solar panels are not functional anymore [13]. Here, radioisotope generators based on SiGe were used to supply
electrical power through heat generated by radioactive decay.
The interest in thermoelectric research just got reinvigorated in the last two decades
by exploring intricate material groups like bismuth chalcogenides (f.e. Bi2 Se3 , Bi2 Te3 )
[14][15], inorganic clathrates (f.e. Ba8 Ga16 Ge30 ) [16][17], skutterudites (f.e. CoSb3 )
[18][19], and Half Heusler alloys (f.e. Hf1−x Zrx NiSn1−y Sby ) [20][21]. Additionally, designing such materials on the nanoscale opened up new possibilities to decouple the
linked thermoelectric parameters and improve ZT beyond 1. Approaches included
the design of nanocomposites [22], nanostructured material [23], and low dimensional
systems [24]. Furthermore, the field of organic thermoelectrics sparked a lot of interest as modern organic polymers can exhibit electrical conductivity in the range of
doped semiconductors while retaining their inherently low thermal conductivity [25].
Such materials also present the possibility of being printable and when being prepared on bendable substrates lead to flexible thermoelectrics [25]. Nevertheless, also
classic thermoelectric materials underwent improvement with respect to new preparation methods. Such methods include high energy ball milling [26], superlattices
[27], and modulation doping [28] in the case of SiGe.
In this work, a thin film approach to thermoelectric SiGe with industrial applicable
preparation methods will be presented. Instead of the commonly utilized approach
of ball milling and sintering for the production of nanostructured bulk SiGe, the
processes of sputter deposition and metal induced crystallization (MIC) were combined to prepare nanocrystalline SiGe thin films. MIC is a process that enables the
crystallization of semiconductors like SiGe at temperatures significantly lower than
their ordinary crystallization temperature [29]. Aluminum was used as the catalytic
metal for the MIC process. This provided the advantages of a low thermal budget,
self-doping (p-type), and control over the crystallization process via parameters like
Al thickness, annealing temperature and time. Samples were characterized regarding
their morphology, composition, microstructure, and crystallinity comparing the asdeposited and post-annealing state. The results were related to the thermoelectric
transport properties of electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient. Special emphasis was put on the influence of the Al layer thickness on the MIC process itself and
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the ratio of Al:SiGe with respect to the transition from metallic to semiconducting
transport properties.
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2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Thermoelectric transport theory
This chapter shall introduce the reader to the basic principles of thermoelectricity.
The thermoelectric transport coefficients will be derived from a thermodynamic point
of view. For a more detailed approach please refer to [30][31].

2.1.1 Thermodynamic forces and fluxes
Thermoelectric transport is governed by the occurrence of thermodynamic fluxes
originating from thermodynamic forces. Such forces can be understood as gradients
of thermodynamic variables. The main relations regarding thermoelectricity can be
written as
JQ = −κ∇T

(2.1)

Jel = −σ∇φ

(2.2)

JN = −D∇N

(2.3)

with
JQ − heat flux
Jel − charge flux
JN − particle flux
κ − thermal conductivity
σ − electrical conductivity
D − diffusion coefficient
T − temperature
φ − electrical potential
N − particle density.
Empirically, it is known that cross-coupling between these forces and fluxes exist such
as a thermal gradient giving rise to an electric flux and a potential gradient leading to
a heat flux. Under the assumption of superposition of the effects and linear coupling
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terms, the fluxes can be expressed as
Jel = L11 ∇φ + L12 ∇T,

(2.4)

JQ = L21 ∇φ + L22 ∇T.

(2.5)

It was Onsager, who showed that for proper pairs of forces Fi and fluxes Ji the
cross-coupling terms Lij become equal in the absence of a magnetic field [32]. Thus,
equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be interpreted with a linear cross-coupling term L12 as
J1 = L11 F1 + L12 F2 ,

(2.6)

J2 = L12 F1 + L22 F2

(2.7)

∂Si
= J1 F1 + J2 F2
∂t

(2.8)

under the entropy condition

i
with ∂S
∂t marking the rate of increase in entropy density due to irreversible processes.
The continuity equations for a closed system in steady state condition are

∂N
= 0,
∂t
∂u
∇JU = −
=0
∂t

∇JN = −

(2.9)
(2.10)

with u and JU being the internal energy density and its flux, respectively. Since the
entropy S of a system is not conserved, the continuity equation for the entropy flux
JS reads
∂Si
.
(2.11)
∇JS =
∂t
Introducing the electrochemical potential µe , chemical potential µc , and the signed
elementary charge e (+ for holes, - for electrons)
µe = µc + eφ,

(2.12)

it becomes possible to form a relationship for the fluxes (assuming constant volume)
in analogy to du = T dS + µe dN as
JS =

1
1
JU − µe JN .
T
T

Taking the divergence for both sides leads to
 
 
∂Si
1
1
1
∇JS =
=∇
JU − ∇
µe JN − ∇ (µe ) JN ,
∂t
T
T
T

6

(2.13)

(2.14)
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if a closed system is assumed. Replacing JU = JQ + µe JN
 
∂Si
1
1
JQ − ∇ (µe ) JN .
=∇
∂t
T
T
A comparison with equation (2.8) allows the following identifications
 
1
1
J1 = JN , F1 = − ∇µe , J2 = JQ , F2 = ∇
T
T

(2.15)

(2.16)

leading to


JN
JQ





L
L12
= 11
L12 L22



− T1 ∇µe
∇ T1


(2.17)

2.1.2 Thermoelectric coefficients
Decoupled processes
At first the decoupled processes of electrical and thermal conduction without any
cross-coupling are derived. Under isothermal conditions
 
1
1
= − 2 ∇T = 0,
(2.18)
∇
T
T
equation (2.17) reveals an expression for the electrical current density
Jel = eJN = −

eL11
∇µe .
T

(2.19)

Knowing that the electric field can be expressed by
E = −∇φ = −

∇µe
,
e

(2.20)

expression (2.19) of Ohm’s law (2.2) can be used to define an isothermal electrical
conductivity as
e2
σT = L11 .
(2.21)
T
Similarly by assuming the absence of any particle transport and, therefore, zero
electrical current


 
∇µe
1
+ L12 ∇
(2.22)
Jel = 0 = −L11
T
T
is obtained leading to the expression for the heat flux density at zero electrical current


1 L212 − L11 L22
JQJ = 2
∇T.
(2.23)
T
L11
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This is Fourier’s law (2.1) with a thermal conductivity κJ under zero electrical current
(open circuit)


1 L11 L22 − L212
.
(2.24)
κJ = 2
T
L11
Lastly, a thermal conductivity κE at zero electrochemical gradient (closed circuit)
can also be derived
L22
L22
JQE = − 2 ∇T with κE = 2 .
(2.25)
T
T
Coupled processes
Considering equations (2.18), (2.20), and (2.22), the following relationship in the
absence of any particle transport can be obtained
 
∇µe
L12
L12
1
−
=
= −T
∇
∇T = E|Jel =0 .
(2.26)
e
eL11
T
eT L11
Integration along the temperature gradient and electric field leads to an expression
for the voltage U , which can be written as infinitesimal changes
dU =

L12
dT.
eT L11

(2.27)

Thus, the identity for a thermoelectric transport coefficient is obtained by the definition of the Seebeck coefficient
α≡

dU
1 L12
=
.
dT
eT L11

(2.28)

In consideration of equation (2.17) under isothermal condition, it is possible to derive
the coupling term between the electrical current density and heat flux




1
L12
1
Jel = eL11 − ∇µe , JQ = L12 − ∇µe ⇒ JQ =
Jel .
(2.29)
T
T
eL11
This corresponds to the definition of the Peltier coefficient
JQ = ΠJel

with

Π=

1 L12
.
e L11

(2.30)

A comparison of Seebeck and Peltier coefficient leads to the second Thomson relation
Π = αT.

8

(2.31)
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Entropy transport
A charged carrier can be identified as a carrier of entropy in the sense of a classical
thermodynamic cycle. This interpretation is obtained by the entropy flux



 
JQ
1
1
1
L12 − ∇µe + L22 ∇
.
(2.32)
JS =
=
T
T
T
T
According to equation (2.19), this can be simplified into
 
L12
1
1
JS =
Jel + L22 ∇
.
eT L11
T
T

(2.33)

Two contributions to the entropy flux are identified, one from electrochemical origin
and the other from thermal origin. Looking at the first term, an entropy transported
per charged carrier SN is given by
SN =

L12
.
T L11

(2.34)

Consequently one can see by comparison with equation (2.28), the Seebeck coefficient
is directly related to SN by
SN = eα
(2.35)
and thus showing the direct link for thermoelectricity between macroscopic and microscopic scale.
Transport parameters
Until now, the following correspondence between the kinetic coefficients of the Onsager relationships and the thermoelectric transport parameters was obtained
L11
T
σ
e2 T

L12
T2
e σT α

L22
T 3 σ T α 2 + T 2 κJ

The Onsager relationships itself are


 
∇µe
σT αT 2
1
Jel = −σT
+
∇
,
e
e
T

 


∇µe
1
3
2
2
JQ = −T σT α
+ T σ T α + T κJ ∇
.
e
T

(2.36)
(2.37)

Finally, the thermal conductivity under zero electrochemical gradient and under zero
electrical current can be linked by equations (2.21), (2.24), (2.25), and(2.28)
κE = T α2 σT + κJ .

(2.38)
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Inserting equation (2.36) into equation (2.37) and using the identities (2.18) and
(2.20), the ”classical” thermoelectric transport equations
Jel = σT E − σT α∇T,

(2.39)

JQ = αT Jel − κJ ∇T

(2.40)

are obtained.

2.1.3 Thermoelectric efficiency
When discussing thermoelectric efficiency of a given material, one first has to decide
whether an electric heat pump driven by an input electric current or a thermoelectric
generator driven by a supplied thermal gradient is to be considered. Since for both
cases the same principal results are obtained, this topic will be explained exemplarily
for the case of a thermoelectric generator [31].
Thermoelectric materials are energy conversion devices and, thus, can convert more
electrical output power the more heat flow they can take in. A large thermal conductivity is therefore required. In such a configuration, the material will exhibit a
thermal shortcut leading to a very small temperature difference and consequently a
small electric output voltage. As the fluxes are maximized and potential differences
minimized, this is called the short-circuit configuration.
Now the thermoelectric material is considered from the potential point of view. A
large temperature difference is needed to produce a large electric output voltage.
Hence, the thermal conductivity of the material should be as small as possible to
uphold the temperature gradient leading to only a very small heat input that is converted into electrical power output. In contrast to the former conditions, this is the
so called open-circuit configuration, which exhibits maximized potential differences
and minimized fluxes.
It becomes apparent, that neither for the short-circuit nor for the open-circuit configuration a satisfactory solution is obtained. Additionally, both configurations contradict each other by having maximal and minimal thermal conductivity, respectively.
Remembering the two different thermal conductivities of equation (2.38), one can
assign κJ to the open-circuit configuration (Jel = 0) and κE to the short-circuit configuration (∇µe = 0) and solve the contradiction by expecting the ratio κκEJ to be
maximal to achieve maximum electrical output power. Rearranging equation (2.38)
leads to
 2

κE
α σT
=
T +1
(2.41)
κJ
κJ
with the dimensionless figure of merit ZT defined as
ZT =

10

α 2 σT
T.
κJ

(2.42)
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This quantity is directly related to the maximal efficiency η of a thermoelectric generator
√
Th − Tc 1 + ZTm − 1
η=
(2.43)
√
Th
1 + ZTm + TTc
h

with Th and Tc being the hot and cold side temperature of the applied thermal
gradient, respectively, and Tm = (Th + Tc )/2 [31].
However, if the user of a thermoelectric generator is only interested in maximum
out , this leads to a different optimization
power output Pmax
out
Pmax
=

α2 (Th − Tc )2
4Rin

(2.44)

with Rin representing the internal electrical resistance of the thermoelectric generator
[31]. As the internal resistance is indirectly proportional to the electrical conductivity,
it becomes apparent that the maximal power output is directly proportional to the
so called power factor α2 σ
out
Pmax
∝ α2 σ.
(2.45)
This reveals that in contrast to the maximal efficiency approach the thermal conductivity κ can be neglected as an optimization parameter for a thermoelectric generator,
if the user is only interested in maximal power output being the case for most waste
heat applications. Similar approaches from a engineering point of view regarding
system losses due to compatibility issues with regard to contact resistances led to the
train of thought that not only ZT should be considered, but also the actual assembly
and integration of a thermoelectric module must be considered to achieve appropriate
device performance [33].

2.2 Overview of transport properties for different material
classes
This chapter shall provide the reader with a short overview of the different typical
transport properties for different material classes in the crystalline state. Emphasis
will be put on the properties of electrical conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient α, and
thermal conductivity κ, but since all these parameters are dependent on the charge
carrier density n this general linking parameter will first be considered.

2.2.1 Charge carrier density
The (free) charge carrier density n of any crystalline material is generally governed by
the relationship between allowed energy E and wave vector k for its charge carriers
known as dispersion relation E(k). This gives rise to a model of energy bands in
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Energy E

Insulator

Semiconductor

Semimetal

Metal

Ef
Eg

Wave vector k
Figure 2.1: Principle energy band structure cases around the Fermi energy Ef .

which the electrons are filled up from the bottom to the Fermi energy Ef according
to the Pauli principle. Also charge carriers are only able to contribute to electrical
transport phenomena, if their current occupied state E(k) adjoins to an unoccupied
one and, therefore, can be treated as free. Accordingly, the first band above Ef is
called conduction band and the one below valence band. Depending on the actual
arrangement of the energy bands near the Fermi energy, the band structure of a
material can be divided into four basic cases shown in fig 2.1.

Intrinsic materials
In the case of intrinsic insulators and semiconductors, an area of forbidden states
between conduction and valence band is observed around the Fermi energy being
called energy band gap Eg . Consequently, for T = 0 no free charge carriers are
present. Only for temperatures T > 0, it becomes possible for electrons to be excited
into the empty conduction band and, therefore, act as free charge carriers contributing
to n. Additionally to free electrons nn in the conduction band, unoccupied states
in the valence band left behind by thermally excited electrons can also act as free
charge carriers being called holes np and behave like positively charged carriers. The
charge carriers being thermally excited are given by the Boltzmann distribution


EC − Ef
nn = NC exp −
kB T

12
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and


Ef − EV
np = NV exp −
kB T

(2.47)

with NC (∝ T 3/2 ) and NV (∝ T 3/2 ) being the density of states at the conduction and
valence band edge EC and EV , respectively, and the Boltzmann constant kB [34].
The overall intrinsic charge carrier density ni is then given by the mass-action law
n2i = nn np
ni =

√



p
Eg
nn np = NC NV exp −
2kB T

with Eg = EC − EV .

(2.48)

While the band gap energies of semiconductors are small enough with Eg,sc ≤ 1eV to
be overcome at rather moderate temperatures (nsc,intr < 1014 cm−3 ), the band gap
energies of insulators are too large with Eg,ins  1eV and only a negligible amount
of free charge carriers can be thermally excited before the material starts to melt.
For semimetals a virtually negative band gap is observed resulting in an overlap of
conduction and valence band. Hence, both electrons and holes are present in such
systems (nsm ≈ 1018 −1020 cm−3 ), which is detrimental to thermoelectric performance
as will be discussed later for the Seebeck coefficient.
The forbidden band gap of metals lies far below Ef with Ef lying in the conduction
band. Because of the already partially filled conduction band, no additional thermal
excitation is needed for free charge carriers and such the free charge carrier density
is only limited by the density of states near Ef (nmet > 1020 cm−3 ).

Extrinsic materials
It is possible to control the position of the Fermi energy of a given intrinsic host
material as shown in fig 2.2 by introducing additional allowed energy states to the
band structure through insertion of foreign elements. This is called doping, most
commonly used for semiconductors, and the resulting doped semiconductor is then
called extrinsic. If already occupied states ED are introduced and are close beneath
the conduction band edge EC , a n-type semiconductor is obtained with electrons
being the majority of charge carriers. Contrarily, introduction of unoccupied states
EA above the valence band edge EV leads to a p-type semiconductor with holes as
majority charge carriers. Therefore, Ef will lie in between EC and ED or EV and EA ,
respectively, if the density of introduced states is still lower compared to the density
of states of the respective band edge NC or NV and a non degenerate semiconductor
is preserved. In consequence, the energy gap for carriers required to be thermally
excited is significantly reduced and the charge carrier density n is governed by the
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Ef
ED / E A

Semiconductor
n-type

p-type

Energy E

intrinsic

non degenerate

degenerate

non degenerate

degenerate

Wave vector k

Figure 2.2: Position of Fermi energy Ef and donor or acceptor levels ED and EA for
differently doped semiconductors.

doping density ND or NA . Equations (2.46) and (2.47) change to [34]
r



EC − ED
ND NC
exp −
,
2
2kB T
r


NA NV
EA − EV
np ≈
exp −
.
2
2kB T

nn ≈

(2.49)
(2.50)

Charge carrier densities in the range of 1014 cm−3 < nsc,dop < 1018 cm−3 can be
achieved easily.
If the number of introduced foreign atoms and, therefore, the doping density of
states becomes similar or even bigger than the density of states near the band edge, a
degenerate semiconductor is obtained. For this case, the respective donor or acceptor
states ED and EA do not only show isolated energy levels, but form complete impurity
bands as the doping atoms start to interact with each other. These impurity bands
then reach into the bands of the pristine semiconductor and also push the Fermi
energy Ef into them. A state similar to a metal is achieved, where a partially filled
band is available for electric transport phenomena with a temperature independent
charge carrier density n. Consequently, degenerate semiconductors can be treated
like metals regarding to their transport properties with charge carrier densities of
nsc,deg > 1018 cm−3 as long as the temperature is low enough for intrinsic excitation
to be negligible.
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2.2.2 Electrical conductivity
The electrical conductivity σ of a material is the reciprocal value of its resistivity ρ
and directly related to its charge carrier density n and charge carrier mobility µ
1
σ = = neµ.
(2.51)
ρ
The mobility µ can be expressed as
eτ
(2.52)
m∗
with τ being the mean free time between collisions and m∗ the effective mass of the
charge carriers. The effective mass can be treated as virtually temperature independent, because of its dependence on the dispersion relation
µ=

m∗ij =

1 ∂ 2 E(k)
.
~2 ∂ki ∂kj

The mean free time can be calculated by the Matthiessen rule


1
1 −1
τ=
+
.
τimp τph

(2.53)

(2.54)

Hereby, τimp and τph are the mean free times regarding collisions with impurities and
phonons, respectively, and mark the main contributions at elevated temperatures.
Intrinsic insulators and semiconductors
It was shown that the respective contributions to the mobility given by the mean free
time for non degenerate insulators and semiconductors equate to [35]
µimp ∝

T 3/2
Nimp m∗1/2

(2.55)

and [36]
µph ∝

1
m∗5/2 T 3/2

.

(2.56)

Consequently, for lower temperatures the dominating contribution stems from ionized
impurities while for higher temperatures phonons will be the main contributor. The
characteristic temperature in that regard is called Debye temperature ΘD [37]. Remembering equations (2.48)-(2.50) and knowing that for densities of states Ni ∝ T 3/2
[34], the following temperature dependencies can be derived


1
3
σsc ∝ T exp −
for T  ΘD ,
(2.57)
T


1
σsc ∝ exp −
for T  ΘD .
(2.58)
T
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Doped, non degenerate semiconductors
For lightly doped and therefore still non degenerate semiconductors, the same deductions are principally valid except for the temperature range where all doping states
are already thermally excited and cannot generate any further free charge carriers,
but also the temperature is still too low for intrinsic excitation to be noticeable. For
this saturation range, the charge carrier density is temperature independent and only
the mobility dependencies influence the electrical conductivity [34].
Metals and degenerate semiconductors
Metals and highly doped degenerate semiconductors exhibit temperature independent
charge carrier densities. Hence, only the mobility needs to be considered with regard
to their electrical conductivity. Added resistance due to impurities stems from crystal
imperfections for that case and, thus, is a temperature independent offset
τimp (T ) = const..

(2.59)

The number of phonons in such systems grows linearly with temperature [38]. As
the number of scatterers increases, the mean free time is reduced accordingly
τph ∝ T −1 .

(2.60)

The electrical conductivity of a metal then follows
σmet ∝ T −1 .

(2.61)

This can be better understood when looking at the resistivity
ρmet = ρimp + ρph (T )

(2.62)

as a temperature independent, residual resistance due to impurities and the known
linear increase of resistance due to increasing phonon numbers with temperature for
metals. While this holds true for temperatures above the Debye temperature, a
different behavior for lower temperatures can be observed as [38]
ρmet ∝ T 5 .

(2.63)

2.2.3 Seebeck coefficient
The Seebeck coefficient α of a given system of independent electrons interacting with
static scatterers is described by the Mott formula

2T 
π 2 kB
d ln σ(E)
α=
.
(2.64)
3e
dE
E=0
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A detailed approach to this formula can be found in [39]. If a material exhibits more
than one kind of charge carrier (e.g. multi band excitation [40], intrinsic excitation),
the single Seebeck coefficients are weighted by the respective electrical conductivities
[40]
X σi αi
αtot =
.
(2.65)
σ
i

This explains why semimetals are bad thermoelectric materials as the Seebeck coefficients of electrons and holes cancel each other out effectively.
Non degenerate insulators and semiconductors
The Seebeck coefficient of a n-type semiconductor is given by [41]
 


NC
kB
ln
+ Atr
αn =
e
nn

(2.66)

and of a p-type semiconductor by
 


NV
kB
ln
+ Atr .
αp =
e
np

(2.67)

with Atr being a transport constant lying in the range between 0 and 4. Please note
that in this notation, a signed elementary charge e is used like in chapter 2.1.2 and
such the Seebeck coefficient for n-type is of negative value. The charge carrier density
for non degenerate semiconductors and insulators is very well temperature dependent
and so is the Seebeck coefficient. Inserting equations (2.46) and (2.47) reveals that
the Seebeck coefficient is indirectly proportional to the temperature for the intrinsic
regime.
Metals and degenerate semiconductors
The solution of the Mott formula (2.64) leads to
αmet =

 π 2/3
2
8π 2 kB
∗
m
T
3eh2
3n

(2.68)

in the case of metals and degenerate semiconductors [42]. This Seebeck coefficient
shows a direct linear increase with temperature in contrast to the Seebeck coefficient
of intrinsic semiconductors due to the effective mass m∗ and charge carrier density n
being temperature independent here.
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2.2.4 Thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity κ of any material is divided into a contribution of the
charge carriers κel and the lattice κlat
κ = κel + κlat .

(2.69)

The electronic contribution has been discussed shortly in chapter 2.1.2 and it can be
shown that the Wiedemann-Franz law can be derived from this [39]
κel
= LT
σ

(2.70)

with the Lorenz number L. This explicitly showcases the interdependence of two
thermoelectric performance parameters and that any change to the electronic part
of the thermal conductivity has detrimental effects on the electrical conductivity and
thus nullifies any influence on the figure of merit ZT . Therefore, only the lattice part
κlat can be used as an optimization parameter. The lattice thermal conductivity is
governed by the phonons present in the system. The number of phonons generally
increases with temperature and thus a negative influence on the thermoelectric performance is received. Phonons itself can be viewed as lattice vibrations meaning that
any distortion to the lattice hinders the phonon thermal transport. Hence, the principal of nanostructuring is used in the field of thermoelectrics to reduce the lattice
thermal conductivity by introducing scattering centers for the phonons in the form
of grain boundaries [43][26], superlattices [44][45][42], complex unit cell materials
[46][42][47], and insertion of foreign atoms to the host lattice [48][49]. Nevertheless,
every change to the phonon system potentially also influences the electron system by
adding defects and additional scatterers and thus special care has to be taken that a
reduction in lattice thermal conductivity is not outweighed by a decrease in electrical
conductivity [50].

2.2.5 Figure of merit
The general dependence of the figure of merit ZT on the charge carrier density n is
shown in fig. 2.3. It is revealed that insulators exhibit excellent values for thermal
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, but due to their poor electrical conductivity
only small ZT values are achieved. In contrast, metals have very good electrical
conductivity. However, small Seebeck coefficients and high thermal conductivities
due to their high charge carrier density again lead to only small ZT values. An
optimal ZT is reached for charge carrier densities of 1019 cm−3 to 1021 cm−3 [42].
This range is covered by heavily doped, degenerated semiconductors and semimetals
with the latter being not suited for thermoelectrics due to compensated Seebeck
coefficients. The general interdependence of the thermoelectric transport coefficients
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Figure 2.3: Correlation of the thermoelectric transport coefficients with respect to
the charge carrier density n [42].
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the figure of merit for different materials [23]. Dashed
lines indicate the maximum ZT for bulk state of the art materials while
solid lines represent ZT values for bulk nanostructured materials.
led to a stagnation of ZT ≈ 1 for decades [12]. In modern thermoelectrics research
interest was reignited by utilizing nanostructures to e.g. effectively adopt quantum
effects or decouple electronic and lattice conductivities [51]. A recent overview of
different approaches to improve the figure of merit ZT can be found in [42]. A
comparison of traditional bulk materials with modern bulk nanostructured materials
is shown in fig. 2.4. The breakthrough with ZT > 1 displays the potential of the
new nanostructuring approach.

2.3 The classical thermoelectric material SiGe
Caused by the interdependence of the thermoelectric transport parameters, materials
only exhibit useful performances in a limited temperature range. Therefore, materials for thermoelectric modules need to be chosen with respect to the application
temperature. One of the oldest and well known thermoelectric materials is the SiGe
alloy with an optimal application in the high temperature region of 873 K to 1273 K
[52]. Pure silicon and germanium are in principle also usable for thermoelectrics,
but exhibit too high thermal conductivity to be of any practical use. An addition
of only 5 at-% of Si to Ge or vice versa already lowers the thermal conductivity by
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more than an order of magnitude to roughly 10 W/mK due to alloy scattering [53].
With Si and Ge being elemental semiconductors of the 4th main-group, control over
the charge carrier density n is achieved by doping with elements of the 3rd and 5th
main-group. Hence, the needed p-type and n-type legs for a thermoelectric module
are achieved easily in this case, while n itself can be quantitatively adjusted directly
via the doping density. This, combined with the evolution of advanced Si processing
techniques, made SiGe to the first choice material of thermoelectric research in the
past [54].
Physical properties of pure Si and Ge are summarized in table 2.1. Since Si and
Table 2.1: Properties of Si and Ge at room temperature [34][55].
Si
Ge
crystal structure
diamond
diamond
lattice constant a
0.543102 nm
0.564613 nm
density ρd
2.329 g/cm−3
5.323 g/cm−3
atomic weight
28.09
72.6
melting temperature
1687 K
1210 K
Debye temperature ΘD
640 K
374 K
band gap Eg
1.12 eV
0.66 eV
density of states NC
2.80 · 1019 cm−3
1.03 · 1019 cm−3
19
−3
density of states NV
2.65 · 10 cm
4.99 · 1018 cm−3
effective electron mass m∗C
0.36 m0
0.12 m0
effective hole mass m∗V
0.81 m0
0.34 m0
9
−3
intrinsic carrier concentration ni
9.65 · 10 cm
2.0 · 1013 cm−3
5
intrinsic resistivity ρi
3.2 · 10 Ωcm
46 Ωcm
thermal conductivity κ
156 W/mK
58 W/mK
Ge share the same crystal structure of face-centered diamond-cubic and have similar lattice constants, the SiGe alloy forms a completely miscible solid solution over
the whole composition range (fig. 2.5). The lattice constant a of a Si1−x Gex mixed
crystal then follows Vegard’s law [56]
aSi1−x Gex = (1 − x)aSi + xaGe .

(2.71)

Most other properties of SiGe can also be estimated quite well by similar linear approximations of the pure elements properties.
A detailed study of the thermal and electrical properties of the SiGe alloy in dependence on the composition, doping, and temperature was carried out by Dismukes et
al. [57]. Silicon-rich alloys hereby revealed better thermoelectric properties, because
of a higher melting temperature and the suppression of unwanted intrinsic charge
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carrier excitation due to a larger band gap. Additionally, SiGe is one of the most
stable thermoelectric materials regarding its thermocyclic stability and has been proposed as a standard reference material at high temperatures [58].
Despite all the innate favorable properties of SiGe for high temperature thermoelectric application, ZT > 1 could barely be achieved for normal bulk SiGe. In the
following, the most common approaches with respect to nanostructuring of modern
thermoelectric SiGe will be presented:
• nanocrystalline SiGe
This approach tries to decouple the thermal and electrical conductivity by having grain sizes in the order of one hundred nanometer. Phonons have wave
lengths matching this range and thus are scattered. In contrast, electrons’
wave lengths are shorter lying in the one digit nanometer range and, accordingly, should not show any dependence [23]. Experimental implementation was
often carried out by high energy ball milling of bulk SiGe to nanoparticles and
subsequent sintering of those to bulk pellets [59][26]. Also the production of
nanostructured SiGe by sintering of nanoparticles from gas phase synthesis has
been accomplished [43].
• nanocomposite SiGe
The nanocomposite approach is in many regards similar to the nanocrystalline
one as again interfaces are introduced to the system to decouple the thermal
and electrical conductivity. Additionally though, further concepts like band
engineering become possible due to the dependence of the band structure of
the SiGe alloy on its composition. It was reported that the introduction of
strained SiGe into Si can lead to the effect of modulation doping, where doped
secondary Si(Ge) phases act as charge carrier donors in a SiGe matrix devoid
of any impurities degrading the electrical conductivity [28][60]. Furthermore,
composites of SiGe and materials of different crystal structures have been considered for thermoelectric application. Especially the combination of silicides
and germanides with SiGe holds high potential for future applications [22].
• low dimensional SiGe
If the size of a thermoelectric material is reduced and approaches the nanometer length scale, it is possible for quantum-confinement to occur [24]. Distinct
new physical phenomena can be experienced due to changes in the electronic
density of states. Experimental realization for such structures was carried out
in the form of superlattices [27], nanowires [61][62], and quantum dots [63] for
SiGe. A review regarding the formation and properties of Si/Ge nanostructures
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can be found in [64].
SiGe and Al
The most prominent element to achieve p-type doping for SiGe is Al. Al forms an
eutectic phase diagram with Si and Ge and thus cannot be diluted completely in
the SiGe system (fig. 2.5). The solubility limit of Al in SiGe is at about 0.05 at.-%
depending on the composition of SiGe [66]. Practical realization of the doping process
can be achieved by co-deposition of Al and SiGe (e.g. sputtering, plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition, molecular beam epitaxy), ion implantation of Al into SiGe,
or diffusion of thin multi-layered [Al/SiGe]n systems followed by a post annealing
step. In the latter case, the so called process of metal-induced crystallization is often
used to assist the doping process and will be explained in the following chapter. Al
as well as SiGe tend to form superficial, natural oxides when exposed to ambient air.
This needs to be considered, when thinking about actual implementation of a high
temperature, Al-doped, SiGe based thermoelectric module in terms of contacting and
long term thermal stability. Interestingly, the Al2 O3 oxide is chemically more stable
than the SiO2 oxide as the reduction reaction
4Al + 3SiO2 → 2Al2 O3 + 3Si

(2.72)

starts to take place at temperatures higher than 800 K [67]. On the one hand this
leads to a kind of buffering protection against oxidation, if a surplus of Al is present
in the system, but on the other hand this also means that the comparatively few
Al dopant atoms are attacked first, if diffusivity or porosity allows for contact with
oxygen. Thus, special care has to be taken during high temperature exposure of the
SiGe(Al) system regarding degradation by oxidization.

Figure 2.5: Binary phase diagrams for AlGe, SiGe, and AlSi alloys [65].
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2.4 Metal-induced crystallization
The lowering of the crystallization temperature of an amorphous semiconductor in
contact with a crystalline metal is known as the so called process of metal-induced
crystallization (MIC) [29]. The process was first observed in 1969 by Oki et al. [68]
for amorphous Ge (a-Ge) films, which crystallized at lower temperatures when being
in contact with metals such as Al, Ag, Au, Cu, or Sn. Shortly afterwards, the same
lowering of crystallization temperature for amorphous Si (a-Si) in contact with a
metal was reported [69]. This laid the foundation for the low temperature processing
of crystalline, thin film semiconductors, which are basic components for modern thin
film photovoltaic applications, advanced flat panel displays, and optical data storage
media [70].
Depending on the participating metal and semiconductor elements, two types of MIC
processes can be differentiated [70]:
• MIC in eutectic binary systems
For this type of MIC, a eutectic phase diagram is observed for the binary metal
semiconductor system. The MIC temperatures of such systems are typically
lower than those of the other type. This kind of MIC is often accompanied by
another process called metal-induced layer exchange (MILE), where the metal
and semiconductor switch places during MIC [71]. Typical metals for this type
of MIC include Al, Au, Ag, and Bi in contact with a-Si or a-Ge.
• MIC in compound-forming binary systems
For binary systems of metal and semiconductors forming a silicide or germanide
compound, the second type of MIC can be observed. The MIC temperatures
range from intermediate reductions close to the crystallization temperature of
the pure semiconductor. As this process is mediated by a chemical reaction
front of the formed compound, the so called side process of metal-induced lateral crystallization (MILC) can often be realized to form thin films with a
preferred crystallization direction lying in plane of the thin film semiconductor
[72]. Typical metals for this type of MIC include Ni, Pd, Pt, and Cu in contact
with a-Si or a-Ge.
A short overview discussing the properties of the MIC process of the most important
metals in conjunction with a-Si or a-Ge can be found in [73] and [74], respectively.
Of course, a mixture of MIC capable elements can be utilized simultaneously in one
system, but the metal with the lowest MIC temperature present would crystallize the
amorphous semiconductor before metals with higher MIC temperatures would start
to have an effect. Therefore, the only extension beyond binary systems until now was
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to use Si and Ge concurrently in the form of amorphous SiGe alloys in contact with
one metal [75][76][65].
It is empirically known that nature strives to always attain the state of lowest energy.
Applying this to the case of a semiconductor, the amorphous state is less desirable
because of its intrinsically higher Gibbs energy compared to the crystalline state
caused by the lattice atoms interaction via the Lennard-Jones potential [38]. Nevertheless, not all semiconductor material exist in the crystalline state due to energy
barriers preventing the transition from the amorphous to the crystalline state as interface energies have to be surmounted during the nucleation of a crystal germ. In
the case of a-Si and a-Ge the rearrangement of the atoms is hindered by the strong
covalent bonds between the semiconductor atoms (2.30 eV for Si-Si, 1.95 eV for GeGe [77]). Thus, the activation energy for crystallization of pure a-Si and a-Ge can
only be reached at high temperatures of 973 K and 573 K, respectively [78]. The so
called phenomenon of Coulomb screening is capable of weakening the strong covalent semiconductor bonds and appears when a metal is brought in contact with a
semiconductor. The wave function of the free electron gas of the metal extends into
the adjacent semiconductor and such is able to partially screen the covalent bonds
there. As this phenomenon is of very local nature, the metal-induced weakening has
been estimated to be only effective at an interfacial layer of about 2 monolayers (ML)
thickness [79]. If now a non compound-forming, eutectic binary system is assumed,
the semiconductor atoms affected by metal-induced bond weakening exhibit greatly
enhanced mobility as long as they stay in the metal’s screening range and are therefore likely to initiate the crystallization process at the semiconductor-metal interface
directly or along grain boundaries of the metal. Which of these processes is preferred, depends on the balance between bulk Gibbs energy reduction and emerging
surface/interface energies during the transformation process.
In the case of Al as catalyst metal, the process of MIC is also known specifically as
aluminum-induced crystallization (AIC). For Si/Al systems, the metal grain boundary mediated crystallization turns out to be the preferred mechanism. The involved
interface and surface energies during the AIC process are highlighted in fig. 2.6(a). As
the diffused a-Si is on both sides in contact with Al during AIC, the total thickness
of the interfacial layer of metal-induced bond weakening is doubled to 4 ML. This
result could be proven theoretically by Wang et al. [80]. In fig. 2.6(b), this theory was
critical for which the
related to experimental results regarding the critical Si thickness lSi
AIC process can be initiated along an Al grain boundary. For thick enough Al layers,
critical turns out to be 4 ML as was predicted by theory. If the Al is too thin, the
lSi
critical > 4 ML
metal-induced bond weakening effect diminishes and a deviation to lSi
accompanied by an increase of the resulting MIC temperature is obtained. Experimental verification of this solid state, diffusion process model was achieved by in-situ
valence energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy during annealing of Si/Al
systems [81].
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic representation of the occuring interface energies during the
MIC process of a-Si along Al grain boundaries. (b) Dependence of the
MIC temperature on the metal layer thickness in the Si/Al system [80].
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3.1 Sputter deposition for thin film approach
Deposition of thin films can be accomplished via utilization of sputtering [82]. Particles of a solid target material are ejected during the sputtering process by bombardment of the target with energetic particles. The incident particle transfers its
momentum and energy to the solid’s lattice by a cascade collision, which leads to
breaking bonds in the solid and thus enables particles to leave the targeted solid
through the transferred recoil. In conventional sputtering machines, the energetic
particles are provided as ionized gas atoms (i.e. Ar, Xe). These are created by
applying a negative high voltage to the target cathode, which accelerates naturally
occurring free electrons. These then can ionize gas atoms by impact ionization resulting in a cascade of ionized gas atoms and thus a plasma. As enough time in
between the collisions is needed to accelerate to sufficient energies for impact ionization, sputtering machines are operated at pressures in the range of 10−3 mbar to
10−1 mbar. The positively charged gas ions are then themselves accelerated by the
applied negative high voltage towards the target and create a collision cascade in
the target. If the energy of the incident ion is high enough, surface atoms of the
target can be ejected due to recoil as shown in fig. 3.1. The substrate for thin film
deposition is placed facing toward the target such that the ejected target particles
are moving directly towards it and condensate there.
In the case of magnetron-sputtering, additional concentric, permanent ring magnets
are placed behind the target. These force the accelerated electrons onto spiral curves
above the target and a locally increased ionization rate resulting in a torus shaped
plasma is achieved. The sputtering rate is therefore locally greatly increased and leads
to preferential erosion in the form of typical sputtering trenches in the target. To
prevent erosion of side parts of the sputtering source, the cathode is shielded except
for the target. Heating of the target due to the collision cascades of the incident ions
needs to be compensated by water cooling.
Sample preparation
The samples of this study were prepared in two different magnetron sputtering systems. A Si80 Ge20 -alloy target (99.99%) and an Al-target (99.999%) were utilized in
both cases for deposition of the individual layers. Thickness of individual layers was
controlled via sputtering power and time.
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ion
+

lattice atom

Figure 3.1: Cascade collision in a solid target caused by an incident ion.
All samples consisting of SiGe/Al multilayers were produced by the company Oerlikon (now Evatec) in Balzers, Liechtenstein. The Si80 Ge20 -alloy target was run in a
DC-sputtering source with a power of 750 W and the Al-target in a RF-sputtering
source at 250 W. The target-substrate distance was 130 mm. Ar was used as process
gas with a flow of 100 sccm and 35 sccm, respectively.
All samples deposited in the form of SiGe/Al bilayers or SiGe/Al/SiGe trilayers were
prepared with the sputter system PLS 500 at the University of Augsburg. For this
system, both targets were run with DC-sputtering sources at a power of 25 W. A
flow of 30 sccm Ar was used during deposition resulting in a working pressure of
3 mbar. Contamination of the sputter targets regarding oxidation was reduced by
pre-sputtering before actual deposition until stable voltage and current conditions
were achieved. Substrates were cleaned for 10 min each in ethanol, isopropanol, and
distilled water prior to deposition.

3.2 Secondary Neutral/Ion Mass Spectrometry
The effect of sputtering can also be utilized for quantitative elemental analysis of
thin films samples by using the sample as the target for the sputtering process. The
ejected particles then need to be analyzed with mass spectrometry to identify them
regarding their elemental composition. The methods of Secondary Neutral Mass
Spectrometry (SNMS) and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) emerged as
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the two main investigation methods with in principle their only difference being in
analyzing neutral or ionized emitted particles from the sample’s sputtering process.
A comprehensive introduction to the basic principles of SNMS and SIMS can be
found in [83][84].
Experimental details
SNMS measurements were conducted at the University of Debrecen (Hungary) by
G. L. Katona. A RF Ar plasma was used for extraction of Ar+ ions for direct
bombardment of the samples. A bias of 350 V using a 100 kHz square signal generator
with a duty cycle of 80% was applied in all cases to avoid charging.
SIMS measurements were performed by H. Karl at the University of Augsburg. Cs+
ions were used as incident particles under an angle of incidence of 60◦ . The detected
ionized isotopes for each element were 27 Al− , 29 Si− , and 74 Ge− .

3.3 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is a process for material analysis. It
utilizes the elastic recoil of projectile ions at the nuclei of the sample’s atoms to gather
information about the sample’s depth-resolved elemental composition. If projectile
ions of mass M1 and energy E0 collide with a sample’s nucleus of mass M2 , elastic
scatter processes under the laws of momentum and energy conservation will result in
the recoil of the projectile ions under the angle θ with the energy E1 . The kinematic
factor K then follows as [85]
E1
K=
=
E0

"

#2
1/2
M22 − M12 sin2 θ
+ M1 cos θ
.
M1 + M2

(3.1)

If the scattered ions are detected regarding their energy E1 under a fixed angle θ while
knowing E0 and M1 , it is possible to evaluate M2 and therefore examine the sample’s
elemental composition. Best measurement resolution is obtained for angles θ close to
180◦ . The measurement principle of RBS is illustrated in fig. 3.2.
Equation (3.1) only holds for the projectile ion energy E1 , if the scattering atomic
nucleus is located at the sample’s surface. For scattering processes with atoms inside
the sample, another energy loss due to the Coulomb interaction of the projectile ions
with the valence electrons of the sample’s atoms has to be considered. This additional energy loss being dependent on the traveled distance of the projectile ion in
the sample enables the depth-resolved analysis of the measured RBS spectra.
These depth dependent energy losses explain the occurrence of broadened peaks in
the form of plateaus instead of sharp lines at the energy E0 Kelement for each element.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the RBS measurement principle.
Analysis of the RBS spectra is generally done with simulation programs, which compute the atomic areal density Na for each element by calculating the differential cross
section in the lab system [85]

dσ
=
dΩ



Z1 Z2 e 2
2E sin2 θ

n
2
o1/2
2
2
1 − [(M1 /M2 ) sin θ]
+ cos θ
n
o1/2
1 − [(M1 /M2 ) sin θ]2

,

(3.2)

where E is the energy of the projectile ion and Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of
the projectile ion and the sample’s atoms, respectively. The areal density Na can be
used to calculate the thickness d of a layer if its atomic density N is known
d=

Na
Mmol Na
=
N
ρd NA

(3.3)

where Mmol and ρd are the molar mass and mass density, respectively, and NA is
the Avogadro constant. The values of Mmol and ρd of the utilized elements are
summarized in table 3.1.
Experimental details
The RBS measurements were conducted on the Tandem-Ion-Accelerator, HVEE
(High Voltage Engineering Europe B. V.) at the University of Augsburg. Singly
charged He ions (He+ ) with an energy of 1.7 MeV were utilized as projectile ions.
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Table 3.1: Mass density ρd and molar mass Mmol of the utilized elements [86].
element
Si
Ge
Al

ρd
(g/cm3 )
2.33
5.90
2.71

Mmol
(g/mol)
28.09
72.61
26.98

The detector had an energy resolution of 1.62 keV and detected ions under a scattering angle θ of 170◦ and a solid angle Ω of 1.08 msr. Simulation of the RBS spectra
was carried out via the simulation program SIMNRA [87].

3.4 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a measurement technique for structural analysis of materials. Atoms in a solid can act as local scattering centers for x-rays. If such atoms
exhibit long-range ordering like in a crystalline material, constructive interference
between the x-rays becomes possible. The so called Laue condition


~ 0 − K)
~ G
~ =1
exp i(K
(3.4)
is the prerequisite and reveals that the difference between the diffracted and incident
~ 0 − K)
~ needs to be equal to a reciprocal lattice vector G.
~ An equivalent
beam (K
formulation is the Bragg-equation
nλ = 2dhkl sin(θhkl ),

(3.5)

which correlates the wave length λ of the incident x-rays to the lattice plane distance
dhkl of the crystalline material [88] as shown in fig. 3.3. A maximum in intensity
of reflected x-rays is observed for the diffraction angle θhkl , if the path difference of
x-rays diffracted at different, parallel lattice planes is an integral multiple of the wavelength λ. For cubic lattices like the diamond structure of SiGe, a linear relationship
between the lattice plane distance dhkl and the lattice constant a
dhkl = √

h2

a
+ k 2 + l2

(3.6)

exists. Hereby, the Miller indices h, k, l indicate the lattice plane orientation. Crystallographic data of the crystalline systems investigated in this work is summarized
in table 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of Bragg-reflection for x-rays at lattice planes. The path difference of the lower x-rays is highlighted in red.
Apart from information regarding the crystal structure of a sample, XRD measurements can also be used to evaluate the grain size. The so called Scherrer formula
[89]
λ
∆(2θ) =
(3.7)
cos(θ)L
hereby can be interpreted to identify the perpendicular coherence length L with the
averaged grain size Lgr perpendicular to the reflecting lattice plane. This formula
ignores contributions due to stress in the observed XRD patterns, which often itself
are subject of XRD measurements on thin films [88]. Therefore, this approach should
only be treated as a rough estimation for the grain size.
Experimental details
The XRD measurements were conducted on a XRD 7 and a XRD 3003 PTS diffractometer of Seifert in para-focusing Bragg-Brentano-geometry as θ−2θ−measurements.
A copper cathode was used in both cases for x-ray generation. For the XRD 7 a Niabsorber was used as a filter, while Goebel-mirrors [91] were used for the XRD 3003
PTS , such that for both cases the Cu-Kα -doublet-line (1.5405 Å) could be utilized.
Background substraction and Rachinger correction (substraction of the Cu-Kα,2 -line)
were carried out by the software Rayflex.
Additional in-situ x-ray diffraction measurements were performed during thermal annealing up to 1123 K at 3 K/s in a purified He atmosphere at beamline X20C of the
National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA) by S.
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Table 3.2: Crystallographic data [90].

Element
Al

Si

Ge

Si80 Ge20

hkl
111
200
220
111
220
311
111
220
311
111
220
311

Diffracting angle 2θ (deg.)
λ = 1.5405 Å λ = 1.797 Å
38.4721
44.8779
44.7384
52.1875
65.1334
75.9784
28.4422
33.1780
47.3023
55.1783
56.1205
65.4648
27.2832
31.8249
45.3049
52.8484
53.6815
62.6197
28.2112
32.9085
46.9036
54.7133
55.6342
64.8975

Relative
intensity
100
47
22
100
55
30
100
57
39
100
55
32

Raoux (Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany). The XRD setup is equipped with an
in-situ BN heater stage and the intensity of the XRD peaks is detected by a fast
linear diode array detector that monitors the intensity of the XRD peaks over a 2θ
range of 15◦ . The center of the detector was located at 2θ = 31◦ , which allowed the
detection of the SiGe(111) XRD peak at 2θ = 33◦ for the applied x-ray wavelength
of 1.797 Å during these measurements.

3.5 Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopes utilize accelerated electrons as source of illumination [92]. The
wavelength of the electrons is tunable by changing the acceleration voltage and can
reach wavelengths of several orders below conventional light. Thus, increased resolution can be achieved regarding the Abbe limit. Lenses of electron microscopes are
built in the form of magnetic pole shoes to guide and collimate the electron beam to
the desired sample spot. Concerning the used geometry of interaction between the
incident electron beam and sample, the two principle cases of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) can be differentiated.
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3.5.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
In the case of SEM, the electron beam is guided in a scanning pattern across the sample’s surface [93]. The accelerated electrons interact with the surface near sample’s
atoms and produce secondary electrons (SE) and x-rays in the process. These SE
can be detected by applying another acceleration voltage to the detector such that
the SE are guided to it. The signal detected is dependent on the composition of the
sample, electrical charges and the relative topography of the sample’s surface to the
detector alignment. The signal in the end is illustrated in gray-scale, while brighter
regions indicate regions of higher SE yield.

3.5.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy
In contrast to SEM, where the incident electron beam of electrons creates detected
SE, the electron beam is transmitted through the sample for TEM and the incident
primary electrons are detected [94]. Therefore, TEM samples need to be prepared
to thicknesses below 100 nm, because otherwise transmission of the electron beam
would be impaired by interactions reducing the intensity. Only elastically scattered
electrons are used for TEM as apertures are utilized to filter out inelastically scattered electrons. If TEM is conducted in the so called bright field (BF) mode used in
this study, mainly two contrasts can be observed. First, the mass-thickness-contrast
originates from the electrons’ interaction with the sample’s atoms. Regions of heavier atoms show increased interaction due to the Rutherford cross-section discussed
in chapter 3.3 (mass-contrast), while thicker regions just scatter the electron beam
stronger due to more scatterers being present (thickness-contrast). Apertures and
the electron beam are aligned in BF mode to only account for directly transmitted
electrons such that areas affected by the before mentioned contrast appear darker in
the resulting image. Second, the so called diffraction contrast can also be observed
in TEM and stems from diffraction of the electron beam at crystalline sample areas.
Hence, the direction of the incident electron beam can also be changed by diffraction
comparable to beam interactions discussed for XRD in chapter 3.4. This contrast
can be used to image lattice planes in high resolution. All former image information
is obtained when focusing on the image plane and thus leads to images of the actual
real space. If the focus of the lens system is shifted to the diffraction plane, a diffraction image holding information about reciprocal space is obtained. Single crystalline
samples exhibit spot-like reflexes arranged in a periodical pattern, while polycrystalline samples reveal concentric rings as diffraction images. If the underlying lattice
structure of the sample is known, the lattice plane distance can be extracted from
TEM diffraction images. Amorphous samples reveal strongly blurred rings in TEM
diffraction images [95].
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3.5.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry
As accelerated electrons interact with the sample, it is possible for electrons of the
sample’s atoms to be ejected from their respective atomic shell states by collision. If
electrons are kicked out from inner shell states, electrons from higher energy states
are able to drop into the lower, free energy states under emission of element specific radiation. This characteristic x-ray radiation can be used to qualitatively and
quantitatively analyze samples regarding their elemental composition locally, if being
detected for example by a semiconductor-detector regarding their energy, hence the
name Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry (EDX). The spatial resolution limit for
this method lies in the range of µm for conventional SEM-EDX measurements and
in the order of nm for TEM-EDX. The lower resolution for SEM-EDX stems from
the raindrop like shape of interaction volume of the accelerated electrons below the
sample’s surface, while TEM samples are thinned out so much that basically only the
area of the incident electron beam is of importance for the resolution. The detected
EDX signals of every measurement area can be arranged graphically to create a elemental distribution map of the whole scanned sample area, which is called elemental
mapping [95].
Experimental details
The SEM imaging was performed on a microscope of the type Nova 200 NanoSEM
of FEI Company . The maximum acceleration voltage for the incident electron beam
was 18 keV. Detection of the SE was carried out by a ”through the lens”-detector.
Imaging via TEM was partly conducted at the Universities of Chemnitz and Augsburg. In Chemnitz, a microscope of type Philips CM20 FEG was used, while a JEOL
2100 F was used in Augsburg. The acceleration voltage for the electrons in both cases
amounted to 200 keV. Incident electrons were detected with a CCD-camera normally,
while selected images were recorded by image plates due to better resolution.

3.6 Resistance measurement
The electrical resistivity ρ is measured in van der Pauw geometry [96]. The van
der Pauw method can be used for continuous thin film samples of arbitrary shape
and known thickness d. The basic geometry for a van der Pauw measurement is
shown in fig. 3.4. The sample is contacted at the edge with four point contacts,
where a current IAB is sent through contacts A and B, while the voltage drop UCD
is measured between the contacts C and D. With this, the pseudo resistance RAB,CD
can be calculated
UCD
RAB,CD =
.
(3.8)
IAB
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C
B

+

UCD
IAB

D
A

Figure 3.4: Basic geometry for a van der Pauw measurement to obtain the pseudo
resistance RAB,CD of a continuous thin film sample of arbitrary shape
by passing a current IAB through contacts A and B while measuring the
voltage drop UCD between C and D.
Cyclical rotation of the contacts leads to another pseudo resistance RBC,DA , for which
the following relationship is valid




πd
πd
exp − RAB,CD + exp − RBC,DA = 1.
(3.9)
ρ
ρ
As this expression cannot be solved analytically, an approximation in the form of
ρ=

πd RAB,CD + RBC,DA
·
f
ln 2
2

(3.10)

is made, where f is a correction factor. This correction factor itself is related to the
ratio of the pseudo resistances as




RAB,CD /RBC,DA − 1 ln 2
1
ln 2
cosh
·
= exp
(3.11)
RAB,CD /RBC,DA + 1 f
2
f
and the numerical approximation is shown in fig. 3.5. Then equation (3.10) can be
used to calculate the resistivity ρ, if the thickness d of the sample is known.
Experimental details
The resistance measurements were carried out on the home built ”HTS” system, which
is presented in detail in [97][98]. Samples of size (10x10) mm2 are used and directly
placed on top of a copper block connected to a heating stage. The four contacts to the
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Figure 3.5: Numerical approximation for the correction factor f in van der Pauw
measurements [96].

sample are realized as tungsten springs pressing on the sample’s corners. Additionally,
a thermocouple type-K is also placed in direct contact to the sample’s surface to
measure the temperature of the sample during the heating process. Temperatures
between room temperature and 723 K can be reached at heating/cooling rates of up to
30 K/min. In this work, heating/cooling rates were chosen to be 2 K/min. The setup
is placed in a recipient, which can be pumped down to pressures of p < 10−6 mbar
to prevent oxidation of the sample. The recipient is flooded with nitrogen up to
p ≈ 10 mbar to enable thermal coupling via nitrogen. A switch box system measures
all 4 cyclical rotations of the pseudo resistances while also inverting the current flow
for each, giving in total 8 measurements per measurement step. A maximum current
of 1 mA is applied to the sample. If the maximal compliance voltage of 12 V is
not sufficient to drive the current through the sample, the current is halved until
the needed compliance voltage drops below 12 V. The minimum current needed for
reliable measurements with respect to leakage currents lies in the range of 100 nA.

3.7 Hall Effect measurement
The van der Pauw geometry cannot be only used to determine the resistance of
a thin film sample, but also bears the possibility to gather information about the
charge carrier density n. The Hall effect [99] needs to be utilized for this by applying
~ perpendicular to the surface of the sample in addition to the
a magnetic field B
normal van der Pauw geometry (cf. fig. 3.6). If a current IH is passed through
contacts A and C, then the Hall voltage UH can be measured between contacts B
and D due to the Lorentz force
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B

B

C

A

UH
+

D

d

IH
Figure 3.6: Hall measurement in van der Pauw geometry.
~
F~Lor = q · ~vd × B

(3.12)

with ~vd being the drift velocity of the charge carriers. This leads to a shift of charges,
which builds up a compensating electric field E~H
~
q E~H = q · ~vd × B.

(3.13)

As only parts perpendicular to
~vd =

1 ~
· Jel
qn

(3.14)

contribute to the charge shift, a measurement geometry with perpendicular arrangement of contacts AC and BD is preferred. Under these conditions, the measured Hall
voltage follows as
ZB
UH = −

E~H (dBD) = −

ZB

BIH
BIH
(dBD) =
.
qnd
qndBD

(3.15)

D

D

The charge carrier density n then equals
n=

BIH
1
=
,
qdUH
qRH

with

RH =

d UH
B IH

(3.16)

being the Hall constant RH . Combination of a resistivity and charge carrier density
measurement enables evaluation of the charge carrier mobility µ by equation (2.51).
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Experimental details
The Hall measurement setup is home built and operates at ambient conditions. Magnetic fields in the range of -0.8 T up to 0.8 T are supplied by a Helmholtz coil. Maximum currents IH of 2 mA were used. As no perfect perpendicular alignment between
AC and BD can be expected and even small fluctuations in the surface temperature
of the sample can result in distinctive parasitic voltage drops during a Hall measurement when characterizing thermoelectric materials, the contacts for current supply
and voltage measurement were cyclically rotated and also inverted regarding the current flow with a switch box system. The inverted measurements were used to extract
only the symmetric part of the UH measurement, because asymmetric contributions
are due to parasitic effects. The averaged symmetric contributions of UH /IH then
were plotted against the magnetic field strength B to calculate the charge carrier
density n from the linear slope using equation (3.16).

3.8 Seebeck measurement
Seebeck measurements at first sight seem to be straight forward as only voltages and
temperatures need to be measured to determine S = dU/dT (compare eq. (2.28)).
In practice though, special care has to be taken for example to ensure that the
thermal voltages and temperatures are measured at the same sample spot without
too much time delay and any parasitic voltage influences. Important measurement
aspects especially for thin films are discussed in [100]. In the following, the influence
of measurement conditions on the obtained Seebeck coefficients shall be discussed
exemplarily for the case of the measurement setup used for this study, operated at
different base pressures of below 10−6 mbar and at 101 mbar.
The ”HTS” system was designed to operate at pressures below 10−6 mbar to prevent
oxidation of samples during high temperature exposure. Participation in the round
robin test for electrical conductivity and Seebeck measurements on thin films of the
NanoCaTe project led to the discovery that the Seebeck values measured with our
”HTS” system are underestimated by 20% to 25% in absolute value. Investigations
revealed that the thermal coupling to the sample was of poor quality and thus a discrepancy between actual and measured temperature at the two probing spots of the
Seebeck sample occurred when measuring under vacuum. This is highlighted for a
Seebeck measurement in fig. 3.7a) where the Seebeck voltages UNiCr and UNi measured
across the NiCr and Ni legs of the type K thermocouples are shown. After the initial
heating pulse generated a temperature difference of 8 K across the Seebeck sample,
a linear relaxation for the Seebeck voltages is observed with decreasing temperature
difference as expected. During this relaxation, the ”HTS” was being evacuated starting from atmospheric pressure. When a pressure of p < 10−3 mbar was reached for
∆T < 3.5 K, a change in slope was observed for the measured Seebeck voltages. This
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.7: Seebeck measurements performed on a typical thermoelectric sample at
room temperature showing the Seebeck voltages measured across the NiCr
and Ni legs of the type K thermocouples. a) Seebeck voltage measurement
starting at atmospheric pressure followed by pumping the system. A
change in slope of the Seebeck voltages is observed during pumping and
guides to the eyes are added for the different slopes in form of a dashed
and dotted green line for the values of UNiCr . Please note that the read
out for pressure values is only available for pressures of p ≤ 10−3 mbar and
otherwise the pressure is set to p = 103 mbar. b) Seebeck measurement
starting at p = 10−3 mbar. During the first interval, the recipient was
partially vented with N2 . c) Plot of U − ∆T for only interval I and d)
for all 3 intervals of the measurement shown in b). The respective linear
plots for calculation of the Seebeck coefficient before and after ventilation
are illustrated as dashed green lines.
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clearly showcases the underestimation of the Seebeck coefficient caused by the poor
thermal coupling of the sample to its environment, if no ambient gas is present. A
similar behavior could be observed, if a Seebeck measurement was started at lower
pressure and ventilation with dry N2 was conducted during the measurement process.
This is shown in fig. 3.7b) at the beginning of the measurement (interval I), when a
sudden change in the measured Seebeck voltages to higher values is observed at the
starting point of ventilation. This change to higher Seebeck voltages again indicates
that the sample was not in equilibrium with its environment in the evacuated state.
The ambient gas improved the thermal coupling to the sample and thus the temperature difference along the Seebeck voltages increased in value. This can also be
observed at the point of ventilation in fig. 3.7c). The different slopes of dUNi /dT
before and after ventilation are highlighted in fig. 3.7c) and d) as dashed green lines.
In the evacuated state, a Seebeck coefficient of 155 µV/K is measured for the sample,
while a Seebeck coefficient of 180 µV/K is measured when the sample is exposed to
N2 atmosphere. This correlates to the observed underestimation of 20% to 25%. All
Seebeck measurements presented in this study up to chapter 4.2 were carried out
in the ”HTS” system operating at p < 10−6 mbar and hence are underestimated by
20% to 25%. As this systematic error was constant in value no further measurements
were repeated in N2 atmosphere. Seebeck measurements presented onwards from
chapter 4.3 were carried out at p ≈ 101 − 102 mbar in dry N2 atmosphere.
Experimental details
Seebeck measurements were also performed on our home built ”HTS” system. Seebeck
samples of size (2x10) mm2 are placed along a slit between two copper blocks, which
can be heated separately to generate a thermal gradient along the Seebeck sample.
Thermocouples type-K are fed through a recess area in the copper blocks, where they
are fixed in position with a high temperature resistant, electrically insulating glue.
The Seebeck sample is directly placed face down on the joints of the thermocouples. A
switch box system is used to measure the thermal voltages generated by each thermocouple pairing corresponding to the sample’s local surface temperature as well as the
Seebeck voltages generated by the thermal gradient along the sample by connecting
the respective same legs of each thermocouple. This ensures that the temperature
and Seebeck voltage measurements are taken at the same respective sample spot.
The actual Seebeck measurement is performed in a quasi-steady-state by applying
alternating temperature gradients [101]. This is achieved by alternating every 15 min
between one heater holding the applied temperature constant and the other changing its output power to increase or decrease the applied temperature continuously
during a heating or cooling cycle, respectively. Heating rates are chosen as 2 K/min.
The sample’s temperatures and Seebeck voltages are recorded approximately every 5
seconds and the Seebeck coefficient is calculated using equation (2.28) from the slope
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of the measured Seebeck voltages versus applied temperature difference at the thermocouples for each time period. Seebeck measurements were - as explained earlier taken at pressures below < 10−6 mbar or at 101 mbar of dry N2 atmosphere.

3.9 Thermal conductivity measurement
Thermal conductivity measurements of thin films are not trivial, because the little
amount of material to measure makes typical steady-state methods for bulk materials unreliable as a steady heat flow through the thin film cannot be guaranteed.
Specialized methods for thin films like the so called 3ω-method requiring sophisticated measurement geometries and delicate time-resolved voltage measurement have
emerged. The 3ω-method is used to measure the thermal conductivity κ of bulk materials (solid, liquid) and also thin films [102]. A thin metal strip/wire is deposited
onto the thin film sample on top of an added isolation layer and acts as an AC-heater
(fig. 3.8 a) ). If an AC-current
I(t) = ∆I · cos(ωt)

(3.17)

of the current amplitude ∆I and frequency ω is applied to the metal strip, a time
dependent voltage
U (t) = R(t) · I(t)
(3.18)
following Ohm’s law can be measured. This current leads to Joule heating of the
metal strip, where a temperature oscillation
T (t) = T0 + ∆T · cos(2ωt + φ)

(3.19)

around T0 with temperature amplitude ∆T , doubled frequency 2ω, and a phase shift φ
depending on the underlying sample can be observed. The doubling of the frequency
is due to both polarizations of the current contributing equally to the Joule heating.
The temperature oscillation infers a resistance change
R(t) = R0 [1 + αR · T (t) − T0 ] = R0 +∆R·cos(2ωt+φ)

;

∆R = αR ·R0 ·∆T. (3.20)

Hereby, αR is the temperature coefficient of the resistance of the metal strip. Inserting
equations (3.17) and (3.20) into (3.18) leads to
U (t) = [R0 + ∆R cos(2ωt + φ)] · ∆I · cos(ωt)
∆R∆I
= R0 ∆I cos(ωt) +
· [cos(3ωt + φ) + cos(ωt + φ)]
2

(3.21)

giving tripled frequency 3ω. If a thin film needs to be evaluated, first a 3ω measurement on the substrate without the thin film is needed. The observed in-phase
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component of the temperature amplitude of the substrate is [102]




1
Pheater 1
κsubst
+ η − ln(2ω)
∆Tsubst =
ln
πlκsubst 2
Csubst (w/2)2
2

(3.22)

where κsubst , Csubst , w, l, and Pheater are the thermal conductivity of the substrate,
heat capacity of the substrate, width of the heater, length of the heater, and amplitude
of the heater power per unit length, respectively. If then the sample (substrate
and thin film) is measured with the 3ω-method, the thin film can be treated as
an additional thermal resistance under the condition κsubst  κtf increasing the
amplitude of the temperature oscillation by [102]
∆Ttf =

Pheater d
κtf w

(3.23)

with the thermal conductivity κtf and thickness d of the thin film (compare fig. 3.8 b) ).

a)

b)

Figure 3.8: a) Geometry for thin film thermal conductivity measurements using the
3ω-method [103]. b) Amplitude of the temperature oscillation of a 3ω
measurement of a MgO substrate (triangles) and for a 0.5 µm thick aSi:H film on a MgO substrate (circles) [103].

Experimental details
All 3ω measurements have been performed by Matthias Ikeda in the group of Prof.
E. Bauer at the Vienna University (Austria).
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4.1 Characterization of SiGe/Al multilayer systems on
thermally oxidized Si substrates
In this chapter, the process of MIC will be verified for thin film SiGe/Al multilayer
systems. The structure of the samples is [Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/
Si(001) with dAl being the nominal layer thickness of the individual Al layers. A
multilayer approach was chosen to start the process of MIC at each layer individually
and to reduce the time needed for diffusion as well as to impinge the crystal growth
of each SiGe layer to control the grain size. The influence of the MIC process on
the structural and transport properties will be discussed comparing as-deposited
films with the post-annealed ones. Annealing time was kept constant at 1 h, while
annealing temperatures Ta in the range of 573 K to 873 K were applied. Additionally,
the importance of the Al layer thickness dAl for the MIC process will be discussed.
The results of this chapter have been partially published in [104].

4.1.1 Verification of MIC in SiGe/Al multilayer systems
For the as-deposited films, TEM BF images of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /
SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) taken in cross section are shown in fig. 4.1. At low magnification, no SiGe/Al multilayer structure is apparent in fig. 4.1a). The interface between
the SiGe/Al multilayer and the substrate is sharp and of high quality, while the top
layer of the SiGe/Al multilayer is not perfectly flat revealing thickness variations
in the range of 2 nm. For higher magnifications, the multilayer structure could be
observed at the interface between the SiGe/Al multilayer and the substrate. This
is shown in fig. 4.1b). The Al appears brighter due to its lower mass in comparison
to the averaged mass of Si80 Ge20 . The multilayer structure could be observed for
up to 6 repetitions of SiGe/Al bilayers starting at the substrate-multilayer interface.
Due to defects during growth and potential intermixing of the multilayer system, the
interfaces between the individual SiGe and Al layers become more and more blurred
and, matching the surface roughness of the top SiGe layer, cannot be distinguished
anymore further away from the substrate. The inset in fig. 4.1a) shows a diffraction
pattern taken at the area of the SiGe/Al multilayer. Blurred diffraction rings matching the theoretical values for Si80 Ge20 are observed indicating the amorphous state
of the SiGe.
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Figure 4.1: TEM BF images of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/
Si(001) in the as-deposited state taken at a) low magnification and b) high
magnification [104]. The inset in a) shows a diffraction pattern taken at
the area of the multilayer with yellow lines representing the theoretical
diffraction rings of Si80 Ge20 .
a)
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Figure 4.2: TEM BF images of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/
Si(001) after annealing at 873 K taken at a) low magnification and b)
high magnification [104]. The inset in a) shows a diffraction pattern
taken at the area of the initial multilayer with yellow lines representing
the theoretical diffraction rings of Si80 Ge20 .
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TEM BF images of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) taken
after annealing at 873 K reveal no signs of a multilayer structure in fig. 4.2. At lower
magnification, the area of the initial SiGe/Al multilayer in fig. 4.2a) now shows additional diffraction contrast and even isolated Moiré patterns can be observed indicating the presence of crystalline material. Such features are also observed at higher
magnification in fig 4.2b) in the form of Moiré patterns, lattice planes, and stacking faults. The inset in fig. 4.2a) shows a diffraction pattern taken at the area of
the initial SiGe/Al multilayer. The previously blurred rings now appear as reflexes
forming rings clearly indicating the presence of a polycrystalline phase. The theoretical diffraction rings for Si80 Ge20 are matching and thus proof a transition from
amorphous SiGe in the as-deposited state to crystalline SiGe after annealing at 873 K.
The structural properties of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001)
were also characterized by SNMS. The as-deposited multilayer sample is shown in
fig. 4.3a), where the signal of Al, Si, and Ge were recorded at a sputtering rate of
roughly 0.4-0.5 nm/s. For the Al signal, 7 layer repetitions are visible, while for the Si
signal 3 repetitions are hardly distinguishable. As only comparatively little amounts
of Ge are present, the Ge signal appears to be of constant value despite the multilayer
structure of the sample. The difference in quality of the Al and Si signal can be explained by the actual thickness of the individual layers. The Al layers are 10 nm away
from each other, while the Si layers are only separated by 1 nm which reaches the
resolution limit of this technique. Nevertheless, SNMS and TEM investigations have
shown, that both near the surface and the substrate a SiGe/Al multilayer structure
is present and also matches the expected layer thickness values.
The SNMS results for the sample annealed at 573 K are shown in fig. 4.3b). Difference in signal intensities compared to the as-deposited sample is due to difference
in size of the sample pieces analyzed. The multilayer structure of the sample seems
to be fading, as only 3 layer repetitions in the Al signal and 1 repetition for the Si
signal are distinguishable. It appears that already at this temperature diffusion has
led to partial intermixing of the multilayer structure. After annealing at 673 K and
873 K, the multilayer structure has completely vanished in the observed SNMS depth
profile in fig. 4.3c) and d), respectively. Only an accumulation of Al at the surface
can be observed, while the signals of Si and Ge appear at constant values after a slow
increase at the beginning caused by matrix effects. This vanishing of the multilayer
structure is consistent with the structural changes observed by TEM imaging and
was already reported by Konno et al. [105], who observed the dissolution of Al/a-Si
multilayers using in-situ TEM during annealing at 493 K.
The accumulation of Al at the surface was also confirmed by X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS). The detected XPS spectrum near the binding energy of the
Al-2p peak is shown in fig. 4.4 for the same sample after being annealed at different
temperatures Ta . In the as-deposited state and for Ta = 573 K, no Al-2p signal is
observed. For Ta ≥ 673 K, the Al-2p peak develops, but is shifted to higher energies
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.3: SNMS depth profile of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/
Si(001) a) in the as-deposited state and after annealing at b) 573 K, c)
673 K, and d) 873 K [104].
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Figure 4.4: XPS spectrum near the binding energy of the Al-2p peak of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) a) in the asdeposited state and after annealing at b) 573 K, c) 673 K, and d) 873 K
[104]. Reported binding energies for Al-2p and Al2 O3 -2p are indicated by
dashed lines [106].
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as compared to the typical Al-2p binding energy. This shift can be attributed to the
oxidation of Al to Al2 O3 [106].
The multilayer stack could be fully resolved by SIMS in the as-deposited state as
shown in fig. 4.5. While the signals of Al and Ge were generally too low to allow for
any layer distinction, the Si signal revealed 50 oscillations corresponding to the 50
SiGe layers of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si. The decrease
in intensity for the Si signal was most likely caused by matrix effects and not related
to an actual decrease in Si content of the sample.

Figure 4.5: SIMS depth profile for elements Si, Al, and Ge of sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si in the as-deposited state.
The samples were also analyzed by XRD to directly verify the success of the MIC
process regarding crystallization of the SiGe. The diffraction patterns of sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) are compared in fig. 4.6 with respect to different annealing temperatures Ta . A peak close to 62◦ is observed for
all measurements which can be attributed to the Cu-Kβ excitation of the Si(004)
substrate peak. No further peaks can be observed in the as-deposited state and for
the sample annealed at 573 K. This agrees with the TEM and SNMS results that
no MIC has taken place for these samples up to an annealing temperature of 573 K.
For Ta ≥ 673 K, 3 peaks corresponding to crystalline Si80 Ge20 are observed despite
Ta being lower than the reported range of crystallization temperature for SiGe of
823 K ≤ Tcryst,SiGe ≤ 1073 K (depending on SiGe composition, deposition method,
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and annealing time) [107][108][70]. The peaks develop with increasing annealing temperature. Additionally, no signs of double peaks are revealed despite the annealing
temperatures exceeding the eutectic temperature of the Al-Si and Al-Ge systems of
Teut,AlSi =850 K and Teut,AlGe =693 K, respectively [65]. Therefore, no decomposition
into different Si1−x Gex phases is observed.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns for sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) annealed at different temperatures Ta [104]. The theoretical diffraction peak positions
for crystalline Si80 Ge20 for the utilized Cu-Kα wavelength are indicated
by dashed lines.

The diffraction patterns shown in fig. 4.7 highlight the influence of the Al thickness
dAl on the MIC process. Again, the Cu-Kβ excitation of the Si(004) substrate peak
is observed in all diffraction patterns. The sample with Al thickness of dAl = 0.18 nm
exhibits no peaks corresponding to the Si80 Ge20 phase and thus can be assumed to
be (x-ray) amorphous. The 3 observed Si80 Ge20 peaks develop for increasing dAl
showing the beneficial influence of Al on the crystallization process for the SiGe via
MIC. The Si80 Ge20 grain size Lgr was estimated by the Scherrer formula (eq. 3.7) for
samples with detectable Si80 Ge20 peaks and the results are summarized in table 4.1.
The grain size increases both for increasing dAl and increasing Ta . This, together
with a reduction of the crystallization temperature for the Si80 Ge20 down to 673 K,
verifies the MIC process.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns for samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) with different Al
thicknesses dAl after annealing at 873 K for 1h [104]. The theoretical
diffraction peak positions for crystalline Si80 Ge20 for the utilized Cu-Kα
wavelength are indicated by dashed lines.

Table 4.1: Results of Scherrer analysis for estimation of the Si80 Ge20 grain size Lgr for
samples [Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) as function of
Al thickness dAl and applied annealing temperature Ta .
Si80 Ge20 grain size Lgr (nm)
dAl (nm)
as-dep. 573 K 673 K 773 K 873 K
0.18
0.36
5
0.50
5
11
1.00
7
7
18
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4.1.2 Transport properties
The values of the electrical resistivity ρ measured at room temperature for the previously discussed samples is summarized in table 4.2. Samples that had no detectable
Si80 Ge20 peaks showed insulating behavior and thus could not be measured with
our setup. The lower limit of resistivity for these samples can only be estimated
as 106 mΩcm. Samples that revealed crystalline Si80 Ge20 have room temperature
resistivity in the range of 5 · 101 mΩcm to 2 · 102 mΩcm. The resistivity decreases
with increasing annealing temperature Ta as well as increasing Al thickness dAl . This
correlates to increased crystallinity and the Si80 Ge20 grain size presented in table 4.1.
Together, this can be interpreted as a negative influence on the resistivity by the
increased scattering of charge carriers at more frequent grain boundaries or crystal
defects.
Table 4.2: Comparison of room temperature resistivity ρ of samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) with different Al
thickness dAl and applied annealing temperature Ta .
resistivity ρ (mΩcm)
dAl (nm)
as-dep. 573 K 673 K
773 K
873 K
0.18
> 106 > 106 > 106
> 106
> 106
6
6
6
6
0.36
> 10
> 10
> 10
> 10
2.0·102
0.50
> 106 > 106 > 106 1.2·102 1.1·102
1.00
> 106 > 106 1.7·102 5.4·101 5.7·101
Measurements to find optimal heating rates in the range from 0.1 K/min to 2 K/min
were conducted on sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) annealed at 873 K for 1 h, the sample with the lowest resulting resistivity after MIC.
The influence of the applied heating rate on the measured resistivity can be seen in
fig. 4.8a). Measurements were conducted consecutively without recontacting in order
from highest to lowest applied heating rate. The difference between resistivity values during heating and cooling becomes visible and indicates bad thermal coupling
between sample and heaters. This difference decreases for lower heating rates and
stays nearly constant for heating rates down from 1 K/min. As the thermal coupling
between samples and heaters could not be improved for our measurement system at
this point, a heating rate of 1 K/min was chosen for all following measurements, because the increased measurement time due to lower heating rates would not warrant
the miniscule reduction of the hysteresis between heating and cooling cycles.
Looking at the Arrhenius-plot of the resistivity measurements in fig. 4.8b), two linear
regions separated by a kink between 500 K to 600 K become apparent. Furthermore,
the resistivity increases with every completed heating cycle indicating still ongoing
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 4.8: a) Measurement of the electrical resistivity ρ at different heating rates
for sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) annealed
at 873 K for 1 h. b) Arrhenius-plot of the data presented in a).
c) Comparison of the resistivity measurements at low and high temperatures. d) Measured Seebeck coefficient α corresponding to the measurement cycles presented in a).
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structural changes in the sample at elevated temperatures. This resistivity increase
is also shown in fig. 4.8c). Here the measurement was performed at low temperatures in a cryostat and compared to high temperature results obtained in the HTS
system. The sample was first measured in the cryostat revealing exponentially decreasing resistivity with increasing temperature. The then following high temperature
measurement in the HTS system shows matching resistivity values and an ongoing
decrease in resistivity. Seven additional measurement cycles were performed on the
sample with cycles 5 to 8 being the previously discussed cycles highlighted in fig. 4.8a)
and b). Cycles 2 to 4 are not shown, because results were of too noisy quality due
to bad sample contacts. After the eight high temperature measurement cycles in the
HTS system, the sample was reintroduced to the cryostat. There the sample showed
qualitatively the same exponential resistivity behavior as before but at increased values seamlessly connecting to the high temperature region, which proofs structural
changes in the sample and rules out a systematic error in the HTS system. Additional Hall measurements on the sample in the cryostat revealed positive, constant
charge carrier concentration in the range of 6 · 1019 cm−3 to 9 · 1019 cm−3 over the
whole low temperature range. A charge carrier concentration of that order should
result in a Seebeck coefficient of roughly 150 µV/K for SiGe at room temperature
linearly increasing with temperature up to at least 1100 K [57].
The Seebeck coefficient, which was measured simultaneously during measurement cycles 5 to 8, is shown in fig. 4.8d). The Seebeck coefficient shows the same qualitative
temperature dependence for all heating rates, but decreases in value for every heat-

a)

b)

Figure 4.9: Measured a) resistivity ρ as Arrhenius-plot and b) Seebeck coefficient for
samples with different Al thickness dAl annealed at 873 K for 1 h [104].
Linear fits to the high temperature region in the Arrhenius-plot were
added as green lines with the corresponding estimation of the band gap
energy Eg . Dashed lines in b) are guides to the eye.
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ing cycle completed. Room temperature values for the Seebeck coefficient are in the
range of 80 µV/K to 100 µV/K. The Seebeck coefficient first increases with temperature, but then starts to decrease drastically and partially even negative values are
reached. As the Seebeck coefficient is lower than expected and even deviates from
the expected linear increase with temperature, the most likely assumption would be
a compensation of the positive charge carriers by negative charge carriers. The resistivity and Seebeck coefficient of the three samples after MIC transformation annealed
at 873 K for 1 h are compared in fig. 4.9a) and b), respectively. The resistivity shows
the same qualitative temperature dependence for all three samples with a kink in
resistivity around 500 K to 600 K. Only a shift to lower resistivity values for higher
Al contents distinguishes the samples. Linear fits to the high temperature regions
were added. The slope was used to calculate the band gap energy Eg using equations
(2.48), (2.51), and (2.56) with Eg lying in the range of 1.02 eV to 1.07 eV. These
values are smaller than the value of Eg,Si = 1.12 eV for Si at room temperature.
This reduction could either be explained by the SiGe carrying the intrinsic current
and having a smaller band gap than pure Si [109] or by pure Si having its band gap
reduced at elevated temperatures [110]. Nevertheless, the assumption of intrinsic
carrier excitation is also supported by the Seebeck measurements. All three samples
exhibit linearly increasing Seebeck coefficients up to temperatures of about 500 K.
After that a decrease in slope is observed with the sample of the highest Al content
even showing a negative slope thus again indicating charge carrier compensation.
Another piece of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) annealed
at 873 K for 1 h was sent to Fraunhofer IPM for comparison measurements, which

a)

b)

Figure 4.10: Comparison of a) electric resistivity and b) Seebeck coefficient for sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50 /SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) annealed at 873 K
for 1 h measured at the University of Augsburg (UniA) and the Fraunhofer IPM (IPM).
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are shown in fig. 4.10. The resistivity measurement reveals the same behavior except
for the kink appearing at lower temperatures around 450 K. This discrepancy could
be explained by the bad thermal coupling in the HTS system mentioned earlier. The
Seebeck coefficients measured by the Fraunhofer IPM are generally of greater absolute values compared to the values measured by the HTS system, most likely again
indicating bad thermal coupling of the sample. Nevertheless, a similar change in
temperature dependent behavior of the Seebeck coefficient was also observed in the
measurement conducted at the Fraunhofer IPM as the Seebeck coefficient started to
show compensation around 450 K and even changed its sign to negative for higher
temperatures.
At Fraunhofer IPM, also Hall measurements at high temperatures were carried out.
The results are shown in fig. 4.11. A constant charge carrier density of n = +3 ·
1019 cm−3 up to temperatures of 425 K is revealed. At 450 K, the charge carrier
density changes abruptly to n = −1 · 1019 cm−3 with the negative sign now signifying electrons as charge carriers instead of holes. The charge carrier density then
increases exponentially in absolute value with increasing temperatures. This behavior is expected for intrinsic semiconductors. Still the question arises why intrinsic
charge carrier excitation takes place at such low temperatures as the expected intrinsic charge carrier concentration of Si would be only of the order of ni = 1014 cm−3 in
the temperature range of 450 K to 500 K [110]. The intrinsic charge carrier density of
Si(Ge) should be negligible compared to a charge carrier density of n = +3·1019 cm−3
up to temperatures of at least 1100 K [110].

Figure 4.11: Charge carrier density of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]50
/SiO2 (200 nm)/Si(001) annealed at 873 K for 1 h measured at Fraunhofer
IPM [104].
This contradiction can only be solved by having the Si substrate in electrical contact
to the measured thin film system. According to equation (2.72), it is possible for Al
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to chemically reduce SiO2 to Si. Since the nominal thickness of the SiO2 isolation
layer was 200 nm and the added up thickness of all Al layers in the multilayer system
of the sample with the highest Al content amounted only to 100 nm, it was assumed
that a short circuit to the substrate would not be possible. In-situ TEM observations
of interconnections forming in a Al/SiO2 /Si interface through the SiO2 layer during
MIC have been shown by Kim and Lee [111] and highlighted that a SiO2 layer can
be partially penetrated thus reducing the amount of Al needed to build electrical
contacts. Additional evidence for an electrical short circuit of the thin film system to
the Si substrate is given by the charge carrier density at elevated temperatures. The
measured charge carrier densities for temperatures higher than 450 K were in absolute
value greater than |n| > 1019 cm−3 , which is 5 orders of magnitude too large compared
to the expected value of ni = 1014 cm−3 . The thickness d of a sample analyzed by Hall
measurements is indirect proportional to the calculated charge carrier density n via
equation (3.16). The thickness for the calculation was assumed to be the combined
thickness of all SiGe layers dSiGe,total = 1000 nm over the whole temperature range. If
now electrical contact to the substrate is assumed, the values determined for charge
carrier density (and also resistivity) would need to be corrected to accustom for the
different layer thickness, which then would be at least 3 orders of magnitude greater
as the substrate was roughly of 1 mm thickness. One also has to account for the
possibility of the initial thickness to be overestimated due to the SiGe not being fully
crystallized as the required amount of Al compared to Si for a complete MIC was
determined to be dAl /dSi = 1 [71] instead of the ratios of dAl /dSi ≤ 0.1 for the samples
presented here. This totals in an overestimation of the charge carrier concentration of
at least 4 orders of magnitude such that the real charge carrier concentration would
be in the range of 1014 cm−3 < |n| < 1015 cm−3 which corresponds to the expected
intrinsic charge carrier density for this temperature range.
For temperatures below 450 K, the electric transport properties are mainly governed
by the SiGe thin film. For temperatures higher than 450 K, the resistivity of the Si
substrate is already lowered sufficiently that the actual resistance of the substrate is
smaller than the resistance of the SiGe film and hence in the case of a parallel circuit
the current is mainly carried by the channel with the smaller resistance, here being the
substrate. Since the mobility of electrons in Si is higher than of holes, the resulting
Seebeck sign for intrinsic Si is negative. As the SiGe is always in direct electrical
contact to the Si substrate after formation of conducting short circuits through the
SiO2 layer during annealing, this combination of Si substrate, SiO2 isolation layer, and
MIC capable Al/SiGe multilayer thin film system is not suitable for thermoelectric
application at high temperatures. Also the measured transport properties below
temperatures of 450 K are of questionable trustworthiness as interactions between
the Si substrate and SiGe thin film cannot be ruled out even when the current is
mainly carried by the SiGe. To exclude any further influence of the substrate on the
thermoelectric active SiGe thin film, the substrate was changed from this point on to
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aluminum oxide based ceramics, which cannot be reduced by Al and are insulating
even at elevated temperatures.

4.2 Characterization of SiGe/Al multilayer systems on
aluminum oxide based substrates
In the following chapter, all samples analyzed were deposited onto aluminum oxide
based substrates. This change was caused by the reduction of the SiO2 isolation layer
of the Si substrate via Al as discussed in the previous chapter. Three commercially
available substrates were utilized being low temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC),
ADS-996 (ADS), and sapphire (Sap). All three substrates have in common that they
are electrically insulating. LTCC is normally used for printable multilayer packaging
in electronic microsystems [112]. The whole microsystem consisting of the ceramic
support structure and any circuits are co-fired (sintered) in one step. For LTCC
the sintering temperature generally is below 1200 K. In this work, already sintered
sheets of LTCC were utilized as subtrates. ADS is a ceramic provided by the company CoorsTek [113] and was specifically intended for thin film application. The
used sapphire substrates were single-sided polished and of (0001) orientation. Results will be presented primarily on the LTCC based samples, while only discussing
the other substrates when significantly different results were obtained. The thin
film systems analyzed in this chapter are again sputter deposited multilayer samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (dSiGe )]N in the as-deposited case. Results of this chapter have been
partially published in [114][115].

4.2.1 Microstructure and morphology
The morphology of the as-deposited sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC
was imaged by SEM. At lower magnification, a coarse grained surface consisting of
trenches and hillocks is observed in fig. 4.12a). LTCC as a sintered ceramic is expected
to have a rather rough surface and seemingly even the deposition of more than 1 µm
film is not enough to fully compensate the pristine surface roughness. This becomes
even more pronounced for higher magnification as can be seen in fig. 4.12b). The
trenches between the big grains can have sharp edges and are even so deep that no
signal from their bottom can be detected. The bigger grains are at least 1 µm in
lateral size and consist of fine grains of size 1 nm to 10 nm themselves. Except for the
obvious bigger trenches, the bigger grains appear to be in physical contact to each
other.
After annealing at 873 K for 1 h, the surface morphology is preserved as shown in
fig. 4.12c). It appears, as if the sample was partially melted during the annealing
process as the number of deep trenches decreased. While hillocks in the form of
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Figure 4.12: SEM images of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC a),b) in the
as-deposited state and c),d) after annealing at 873 K for 1 h.
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bigger grains can still be found, the surface of the bigger grains itself appears to be
smoothed out. This becomes more pronounced at higher magnification in fig. 4.12d),
where the fine grained surface structure partially vanished and was replaced by a
flat area in the middle right of the image. Despite the partial surface melting, the
trenches and their sharp edges remain without being filled.
Since it was not possible to reach the bottom of the trenches with conventional
AFM, a specially prepared cross section was used for SEM imaging. Pieces of sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC, that had been annealed at 873 K for 1 h, were
prepared by means of conventional TEM sample preparation: Two stripes were cut
out with a diamond saw and glued together with the deposited thin films facing each
other. Then this cross section stack was mechanically ground down to a thickness of
several microns. As first SEM experiments revealed strong charging effects obscuring
the images, an additional thin Pt layer of 50 nm thickness was deposited on top of the
cross section to improve conductivity of the sample. The cross section covered by the
thin Pt layer is shown in fig. 4.13a). At first glance, three areas can be differentiated
with a broad, dark stripe horizontally separating two brighter regions at the bottom
and top of the image. Numerous smaller flakes and cracks are apparent. Upon closer
view, the brighter regions have another subregion, which appears to be smooth avoid
of any flakes except for mechanically damaged areas. As this region is of roughly
1 µm vertical width, this two areas have to be the SiGe thin films with the darker region presenting the glue interface. This is proven by elemental maps for the elements
Si, Ge, and Al presented in fig. 4.13b)-e). Selective points of higher intensity in the
elemental maps are an artifact caused by the software due to bad statistical evaluation and should not be perceived as spots of element agglomerations. The elemental
maps for Si and Ge reveal the same local distribution for both elements. Both, the
top and bottom layer, have a discontinuity in form of a trench. It becomes obvious,
that these discontinuities are caused by trenches in the LTCC substrate itself as in
both cases the area of the glue interface reaches into the LTCC substrate. Since the
edges of these trenches are still covered by SiGe, they are no artifact of the grinding
preparation. In the bottom layer, a hillock is also observed. This hillock is caused
by a big grain of the LTCC substrate reaching out of its surface and thus bending
the SiGe layer. Looking at the Al elemental map, this grain mainly consists of Al.
Another similar Al based grain can be found in the top LTCC substrate making it
unlikely that the grain causing the hillock is due to Al segregation from the Al/SiGe
multilayer system. Most probably such Al based grains are harder than the other
components of the LTCC substrate and when being polished remain as hillocks or are
broken out leaving trenches behind. Samples deposited onto ADS ceramic substrates
showed qualitively the same morphology with trenches and hillocks due to the same
coarse grained surface structure of a (polished) sintered ceramic. Samples deposited
onto polished sapphire substrates had completely flat surfaces with roughness being
lower than 3 nm.
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Figure 4.13: a) SEM cross section image of two pieces of sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC that were annealed at 873 K
for 1 h and glued together for TEM preparation. The prepared cross
section was covered with a thin Pt film (≈ 50 nm) to increase its
conductivity and thus reduce charging effects. Elemental mappings
overlayed with the region shown in a) for the elements b) Si, c) Ge, d)
Al, and e) all of the three prior elements together.
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Nevertheless, it was shown that trenches in the SiGe thin film indeed reach down to
the substrate in the case of LTCC. Therefore, the presence of holes in the SiGe thin
film with a partially non-uniform thickness have to be kept in mind for all measurements involving the knowledge of the film thickness like resistivity measurements.
Two samples with different thicknesses for the individual SiGe and Al layers were
investigated by TEM. The ratio of dAl /dSiGe is the same for both samples with the
individual layer thicknesses being dSiGe = 10 nm, dAl = 1 nm and dSiGe = 40 nm,
dAl = 4 nm. In the as-deposited state two different microstructures are observed. In
the case of the thicker sample with an Al layer thickness of 4 nm, continuous layers
in multilayer structure are observed in fig. 4.14b). Contrary to this, the thinner
sample with an Al layer thickness of 1 nm exhibits an assembly of Al nanodots as
shown in fig. 4.14a). Additionally, it is apparent for both samples that the Al layers
appear darker than the remaining parts of the sample. With a layer thickness ratio
of dAl /dSiGe = 0.1, the majority of the samples is expected to be SiGe and to appear
darker in a TEM bright field image due to higher average atomic mass compared to Al.
Nonetheless, the Al parts reveal darker contrast in comparison. This can be resolved
by fig. 4.15, where a high resolution image of the nanodots of the thin layered sample
is presented. Lattice planes are distinguishable in the nanodots, corresponding to
crystalline Al and such added diffraction contrast makes the Al appear darker than
the amorphous SiGe [114].

a)

50 nm

b)

25 nm

Figure 4.14: TEM BF images of samples a) [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC
and b) [Al(4 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (40 nm)]50 /LTCC in the as-deposited state
[114] taken in cross section. Dashed lines indicate the multilayered
structure.
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5 nm
Figure 4.15: TEM BF cross section image of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /
LTCC in the as-deposited state taken at high resolution [114].
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After being annealed at 873 K for 1 h, both samples do not show any signs of their
prior microstructures in fig.4.16a),c). Both the nanodot and multilayer structure have
vanished and been replaced by diffractive contrast features. Additionally, high resolution images in fig. 4.16b),d) reveal grains and lattice planes of different orientations.
This matches the results for samples deposited on thermally oxidized Si substrates
of section 4.1.1.

a)

100 nm

c)

100 nm

b)

5 nm

d)

5 nm

Figure 4.16: TEM BF images of samples a),b) [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC
and c),d) [Al(4 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (40 nm)]50 /LTCC after annealing at 873 K
for 1 h taken in cross section [115].
The series of samples with a constant ratio dAl /dSiGe was also analyzed by θ−2θ XRD.
Only the XRD patterns for the samples annealed at 873 K for 1 h are shown in fig. 4.17
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns for samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (dSiGe )]N /LTCC with fixed ratio dSiGe /dAl = 0.1
and different Al thicknesses dAl after annealing at 873 K for 1 h. The
theoretical diffraction peak positions for Si80 Ge20 for the utilized Cu-Kα
wavelength are indicated by dashed lines.

as the as-deposited samples showed no diffraction peaks except for LTCC substrate
peaks. Every sample showed a Si80 Ge20 (111) peak with only the dAl = 4 nm sample
clearly showing also the (220) and (311) peaks. Due to an mistake during deposition, this sample had double the total thickness of 2 µm for all combined SiGe layers
compared to the other samples with 1 µm as the amount of bilayer repetitions was
forgotten to be reduced by 2 from the prior deposition. Therefore, due to more crystalline SiGe being present, the intensity of the SiGe peaks is distinctively increased.
The relative intensity of the SiGe peaks matches the expected values for untextured,
polycrystalline SiGe. With this, it can be concluded that from a microstructure point
of view no differences for the MIC process can be observed, regardless if the catalytic
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Al is present in the form of continuous layers or nanodots.

4.2.2 Transport properties during MIC phase change
For the two previously discussed samples with fixed dAl /dSiGe =0.1 and the respective
Al thickness dAl = 1 nm and dAl = 4 nm, the resistivity was measured in-situ during
annealing. Both samples were introduced to the HTS system in the as-deposited
state and only resistivity measurements without Seebeck measurements were carried
out. Electrical contacting of sample [Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC was rather
difficult as the resistance of the sample was too high for a reliable measurement at the
beginning. The driving current Ictrl sent through the sample had to be reduced significantly down to at least Ictrl = 10−5 A before any reasonable values could be obtained.
The resistivity as function of temperature for this sample is shown in fig. 4.18a). At
the beginning, a resistivity of more than 1 Ωm is observed while steadily decreasing
to 10−1 Ωm at 650 K. The applied driving current Ictrl is shown in the inset and highlights that shortly after starting the measurement Ictrl had to be reduced down to
10−6 A by the automatic current adaption of the HTS system indicating that contacts
were not completely stable for this measurement. This is also illustrated by several
kinks and jumps over the course of the resistivity measurement. As the resistivity
decreased during the annealing process, the driving current Ictrl was increased accordingly. At 650 K the resistivity started to suddenly decrease stronger marking the
beginning of the MIC phase change. The resistivity decreased down to 6 · 10−4 Ωm at
a temperature of 725 K. At this point, Ictrl had also been increased to its maximum
value of 10−3 A and stayed there for the rest of the measurement. Over the course
of cooling down back to room temperature, the resistivity increases (except for two
kinks due to contacts shifting) steadily up to 2 · 10−3 Ωm. The high resistivity values
prior to the annealing procedure indicate insulating behavior and match the observed
microstructure of an Al nanodot pattern, where only an amorphous, high resistance
SiGe matrix can carry the electrical current. During the MIC phase change, the SiGe
crystallizes and is also doped by the Al and, therefore, the resistivity is drastically
lowered compared to the as-deposited state.
The MIC phase change was also observed for sample [Al(4 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (40 nm)]50 /
LTCC by an in-situ resistivity measurement shown in fig. 4.18b). Contrary to the
other sample, the resistivity for this sample is close to be metallic with ρ = 2.41 ·
10−5 Ωm. Due to the initially low resistivity of this sample, contacting of this sample
was easy, no jumps or kinks in measured resistivity values were observed, and Ictrl
could be kept at 10−3 A during the whole measurement. With increasing temperature,
the resistivity started to increase slowly at the beginning up to ρ = 2.48 · 10−5 Ωm
at 400 K. For higher temperatures, the rate of resistivity change increased drastically
up to 530 K with a resulting maximum in resistivity of 8.94 · 10−4 Ωm. Afterwards
the resistivity decreased steadily down to 9.37 · 10−5 Ωm at 800 K. During subsequent
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cooling down, the resistivity increased to 1.74 · 10−4 Ωm. After reaching its maximum
in resistivity, the temperature dependence is qualitatively the same for both samples.
The metal like resistivity at the beginning of the annealing is no surprise, as continuous Al layers were found by TEM imaging for this sample in the as-deposited
state. During MIC phase change, the multilayer structure is destroyed by diffusion
and replaced by an Al doped polycrystalline SiGe matrix. The origin of the observed resistivity maximum during the MIC process will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
a)

b)

Figure 4.18: In-situ resistivity measurements in the HTS system of
samples
a)
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC
and
b)
[Al(4 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (40 nm)]50 /LTCC during MIC phase change [114].
The inset in a) highlights the current Ictrl sent through the sample over
the course of the annealing procedure.
Another in-situ measurement run for sample [Al(4 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (40 nm)]50 /LTCC
was performed in the HTS system presented in fig. 4.19, but this time the resistivity
and Seebeck coefficient were measured simultaneously for two sample pieces. The
course of the resistivity is qualitatively the same like in the previous in-situ measurement except that the resistivity now exhibits a steplike behavior. This steplike
behavior due to the measurement procedure results in the resistivity maximum now
appearing as a sharp peak at 484 K. The Seebeck coefficient has a value of −3 µV/K
and stays in this range up to 450 K. The Seebeck coefficient then suddenly increases
with ongoing annealing to a value of 91 µV/K at 480 K. After this transition, the
Seebeck coefficient exhibits a completely reversible linear increase with increasing
temperature typical for degenerated semiconductors. The range of the Seebeck coefficient is 65 µV/K at 350 K up to 172 µV/K at 710 K. The steplike course of the
measured resistivity is caused by the simultaneous Seebeck measurement. To create
an alternating temperature gradient to the sample piece of the Seebeck measurement,
one of the heaters holds its designated temperature until the other heater overtakes
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by a certain temperature threshold and the roles are reversed repeatedly. As the
sample piece of the resistivity measurement is heated by one of these two heaters,
the course of the temperature applied to it is of steplike nature and is reflected in
the measured resistivity values. This means that every time a step is observed in
the resistivity, the sample changes its resistivity due to structural changes despite
temporarily constant temperature. This is in agreement to MIC theory, since after
the activation temperature of MIC is reached, only time is needed to complete the
phase change and higher temperatures only increase the rate of crystallization. The
MIC phase change started regarding the in-situ resistivity measurement for the sample with dAl = 1 nm at least at 650 K. The first irreversible resistivity change for the
sample with dAl = 4 nm appeared around 400 K. Reduction of the onset temperature
for activation of the MIC process with increasing Al thickness has been reported
repeatedly [80][73][74] and will be discussed in detail for another sample series in
section 4.2.4.

Figure 4.19: Simultaneous measurement of resistivity and Seebeck coefficient for sample [Al(4 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (40 nm)]50 /LTCC [115].
After transition to the increased Seebeck values, it is safe to assume that all continuous Al layers have been dissolved by diffusion via the MIC phase change, since
- in analogy to eq. (2.65) - the Seebeck coefficient of a material with high electrical
conductivity would outweigh the Seebeck coefficient of low electrical conductivity materials if connected in parallel circuit. This again implies that before this transition
is completed, continuous Al layers were still present and carrying the electrical current. It would be unreasonable to assume that pure Al changes its resistivity on such
a scale. The observed irreversible steplike changes before the resistivity maximum
have to be interpreted in a different way. The thickness of a sample investigated by
van der Pauw measurement needs to be known for calculation of the resistivity using
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eq. (3.10). If the Al layers start to dissolve, their thickness will decrease over time
despite a constant layer thickness being assumed for the calculation. This leads to
an increasing overestimation of the resistivity the more the Al layers are thinned out
by diffusion. This changes at the very moment when no more continuous Al layers
are present. From this point on, the electrical current will be carried solely by the
SiGe matrix. As the SiGe is still not fully crystallized at this point, the resistivity
will start to decrease as the left over amorphous sample parts crystallize. The resistivity maximum, therefore, has to be treated as an measurement artifact caused by
assuming an incorrect layer thickness for calculation of the resistivity. This becomes
even more obvious when comparing to the measurement presented in fig. 4.18a) as
the resistivity decreased monotonously while heating up. Furthermore, the thickness used for calculation of the resistivity was the combined nominal thickness of all
SiGe layers dSiGe,tot = 2 µm for the measurement presented in fig. 4.19 over the whole
measurement range. With this, the resistivity of the sample is overestimated by one
order of magnitude at the beginning as dAl /dSiGe = 0.1. Compared to the resistivity
of pure aluminum (ρAl,RT = 2.687 · 10−8 Ωm [116]), the corrected resistivity at room
temperature, ρ = 2.15 · 10−6 Ωm, at the beginning of the annealing procedure would
still be two orders too high indicating that the effective thickness of a single Al layer
is even lower than 4 nm most probably due to roughness and amorphization at the
layer interfaces [115]. As the Al thickness and its changing rate caused by diffusion
are not known, a recalculation of the affected measurement regions was not carried
out.
The resistivity and Seebeck coefficients for all samples with dAl /dSiGe = 0.1 after
annealing at 873 K for 1 h are shown in fig. 4.20a) and b), respectively. All samples

Figure 4.20: a)
Resistivity
and
b)
Seebeck
coefficient
for
samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (dSiGe )]N /LTCC with fixed ratio dSiGe /dAl = 0.1
and different Al thicknesses dAl after annealing at 873 K for 1 h.
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exhibit in principle the same resistivity and Seebeck coefficient for temperatures of
300 K to 750 K with values in the range of 10 mΩcm to 60 mΩcm and 120 µV/K to
260 µV/K, respectively. Solely the measured resistivity of the sample with dAl = 1 nm
is roughly double the value compared to the other samples. The only possible explanation for this outlier at this point could be given by the previously discussed general
morphology of the thin films with trenches perhaps having a stronger statistical influence on the electrical transport for this sample. Nevertheless, it is evident that
the resulting transport properties in general are not affected by whether the sample
starts with Al nanodots or continuous layers as long as the ratio dAl /dSiGe = 0.1
remains fixed. The influence of the ratio dAl /dSiGe = 0.1 will be discussed in the next
section.

4.2.3 Influence of the ratio Al:SiGe on the resulting transport properties
after MIC phase change
In this section the influence of the ratio dAl /dSiGe on the resulting transport properties after MIC phase change will be discussed. For this, a sample series with
different dAl but constant dSiGe = 10 nm was prepared. First three samples with
dAl = {0.5; 0.7; 1} nm were analyzed regarding their resistivity and Seebeck coefficient for the temperature range of 300 K to 750 K. The results of the resistivity
measurement are shown in fig. 4.21a) with resistivity being in the range of 10 mΩcm
to 180 mΩcm. All samples exhibit negative temperature coefficients for the resistivity
while the absolute temperature coefficients becomes smaller for higher dAl . Additionally, lower dAl results in higher resistivity with ρ(dAl = 0.5 nm) being more than one

a)

b)

Figure 4.21: a)
Resistivity
and
b)
Seebeck
coefficient
for
samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC with dAl = {0.5; 0.7; 1} nm after annealing at 873 K for 1 h [115].
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order of magnitude larger than ρ(dAl = 1 nm) at room temperature. The Seebeck
coefficient presented in fig. 4.21b) reveals the same values for all three samples. A
positive, linear with temperature increasing Seebeck coefficient is observed ranging
from 145 µV/K to 275 µV/K. This is unexpected as resistivity and Seebeck coefficient
normally both show the same sign for their temperature coefficients, because both
are in general indirectly dependent on the charge carrier density. Hall measurements
at room temperature revealed charge carrier densities in the range of 7 · 1019 cm−3 to
10 · 1019 cm−3 for these samples. The charge carrier density was also measured for
the sample with dAl = 1 nm in the low temperature regime in a cryostat system. A
nearly temperature independent charge carrier density ranging from 8.0 · 1019 cm−3
to 9.5 · 1019 cm−3 is observed as shown in fig. 4.22. This together with the typical behavior of the Seebeck coefficient for a degenerately doped semiconductor (cf.
eq. (2.68)) leads to the conclusion that the observed decrease in resistivity at elevated
temperatures has to be caused by the charge carrier mobility, since intrinsic charge
carrier excitation should be negligible up to at least 1100 K [110]. The decrease in
resistivity for higher dAl could be explained by the SiGe most likely not being fully
crystallized as a ratio of dAl /dSiGe = 1 is needed for a complete MIC [71]. This
is further supported by the data presented in table 4.3, where the resulting room
temperature resistivity with respect to annealing temperature and Al thickness is
compared. As the resulting room temperature resistivity decreases both for increasing annealing temperature and Al thickness for all samples, ratios of dAl /dSiGe ≤ 0.1
appear to cause incomplete crystallization of the SiGe with amorphous parts most
likely impairing the charge carrier mobility.

Figure 4.22: Low temperature measurement of the charge carrier density for sample
[Al(1 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC after annealing at 873 K for 1 h.
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Table 4.3: Room
temperature
resistivity
ρ
of
samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]N /LTCC depending on their Al thickness
dAl and applied annealing temperature Ta .
resistivity ρ (mΩcm)
dAl (nm)
as dep. 573 K 673 K
773 K
873 K
6
6
6
2
0.5
> 10
> 10
> 10
4.1·10
2.0·102
6
6
2
1
0.7
> 10
> 10
3.5·10
7.9·10
4.5·101
1.0
> 106 > 106 1.6·102 4.1·101 1.5·101

Since the Seebeck coefficient showed no dependency on the Al content for dAl /dSiGe ≤
0.1 and the resistivity decreased with increasing Al contents, the sample series with
fixed dSiGe = 10 nm was continued with another set of samples to see how far the thermoelectric efficiency could be improved by increasing the ratio dAl /dSiGe . The chosen
Al thicknesses were dAl = {1; 2.5; 5; 7.5; 10} nm such that ratios up to dAl /dSiGe = 1
were reached. The respective XRD patterns of these samples after being annealed
at 873 K for 1 h are shown in fig. 4.23. XRD patterns of the as-deposited case are
not shown, because no peaks except for substrate peaks could be detected. For
dAl /dSiGe = 0.1, only a small (111)-peak of the SiGe phase was detectable further
supporting the assumption of an incomplete crystallization of the SiGe for such low
dAl /dSiGe . For higher dAl /dSiGe , the SiGe peak intensity increases, and in addition,
the (220) and (311) SiGe peaks occurred, which indicates an increase in the fraction
of crystalline SiGe. Please note that all SiGe peaks are slightly shifted to larger
angles, which will be discussed in section 4.2.4 in detail.
As the Al content in the samples increases and the Al can only be redistributed in the
thin film without being consumed, it is expected that the resulting transport properties will switch from semiconducting to metallic-like as metallic Al short circuits will
remain after the MIC phase change. This is already highlighted by the comparison of
the room temperature resistivity and Seebeck coefficient before and after annealing
at 873 K for 1 h presented in table 4.4. In the as-deposited state, insulating behavior
is observed for dAl /dSiGe = 0.1 as expected due to non continuous Al nanodots. An
already metallic-like Seebeck coefficient is revealed for a ratio of dAl /dSiGe = 0.25,
while the resistivity is still rather high being in the 102 mΩcm range most likely due
to rather rough Al interlayers barely being continuous. For ratios of dAl /dSiGe > 0.5,
clearly metallic-like values are observed for both the resistivity and Seebeck coefficient. After annealing, a change in transport properties to semiconducting behavior
is obtained for ratios of dAl /dSiGe = 0.1 and dAl /dSiGe = 0.25. The respective samples
exhibit resistivity and Seebeck coefficients in the order of 101 mΩcm and 102 µV/K.
Contrary to that, all samples with ratios of dAl /dSiGe ≥ 0.5 exhibit after annealing
nearly metallic-like values in the range of ρ < 1 mΩcm and S < 20 µV/K. This is
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the XRD (θ−2θ) patterns of samples with different ratios
of dAl /dSiGe [115]. The theoretical diffraction peak positions for Si80 Ge20
for the utilized Cu-Kα wavelength are indicated by dashed lines.
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another proof for the diffusive dissolution of the continuous Al layers during the MIC
phase change. If the ratio dAl /dSiGe is kept low enough, an Al-doped, crystalline
SiGe matrix with isolated Al clusters can be expected after annealing. For higher
dAl /dSiGe ratios though, the amount of Al cannot be fully redistributed and thus
excess Al forms electrical short circuits. The semiconducting transport properties
of the Al-doped SiGe are then masked by the presence of these Al short circuits.
Regarding those results, the switching point between semiconducting and metalliclike transport properties after MIC phase change is expected to be in the range of
0.25 ≤ dAl /dSiGe ≤ 0.5.
Table 4.4: Room temperature resistivity and Seebeck coefficient of samples with different ratios of dAl /dSiGe in the as-deposited state and after annealing at
873 K for 1 h.
Sample
As-deposited
Annealed (873 K, 1 h)
dAl (nm) dAl /dSiGe ρ (mΩcm) S (µV/K) ρ (mΩcm) S (µV/K)
1
0.1
> 106
>100
55.70
152
2.5
0.25
194.5
2
13.29
124
5
0.5
0.17
2
0.69
17
7.5
0.75
0.05
1
0.64
12
10
1
0.03
1
0.16
7
The sample with dAl /dSiGe = 0.5 was chosen to test how far the MIC was completed
during annealing at 873 K for 1 h. The already annealed sample was introduced to
the HTS system for further resistivity and Seebeck measurements. The course of
temperature of the annealing procedure is presented in fig. 4.24a). The measurement
was divided into four intervals. Intervals (I) and (III) were used for annealing at a
constant temperature of 740 K for 3 h and 48 h, respectively. Seebeck measurements
were conducted during intervals (II) and (IV). The maximum temperature for interval
(II) was chosen to be 475 K, because first deviations from the expected linear behavior of a metallic-like resistivity occurred at a temperature of 520 K during interval
(I). For higher temperatures, a deviation from the metallic temperature dependence
of the resistivity was observed as a stronger than linear change with temperature
and, to not induce any irreversible changes during interval (II), the temperature was
kept lower. The evolution of the resistivity for the whole annealing process with
respect to the applied temperature is shown in fig. 4.24b). The resistivity of the
already annealed sample started at 0.6 mΩcm at room temperature and increased
to 1.3 mΩcm when reaching 740 K with the largest change occurring for temperatures above 650 K. While holding the temperature at 740 K for 3 h, the resistivity
increased further to 1.6 mΩcm. For the following cooling and heating virtually no
temperature dependence of the resistivity was observed during interval (II). After the
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.24: Measurements performed on an already at 873 K for 1 h annealed sample [Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC in the HTS system. a) Course
of the applied temperature with separation into four measurement intervals (I)-(IV) [115]. b) Measured resistivity for the whole annealing
process with respect to the four measurement intervals [115]. c) Change
of resistivity with time at constant, maximum annealing temperature
of 740 K during measurement intervals (I) and (III). (I*) represents the
data of section (I) shifted in time with respect to the elapsed time during
interval (II). d) Measured Seebeck coefficients for measurement intervals
(II) and (IV) with dashed lines as guides to the eye [115].
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sample was reheated to 740 K for interval (III), the resistivity kept increasing until
reaching 2.2 mΩcm after 48 h of annealing. The resistivity finally exhibits a negative
temperature coefficient during interval (IV). The change of resistivity with respect to
the elapsed time while being annealed at the maximum temperature of 740 K during
intervals (I) and (III) is displayed in fig. 4.24c). Only the parts where the temperature
is kept constant at 740 K of intervals (I) and (III) are shown. The time of interval
(II) leads to a shift in between the two parts on the time axis. The measured data
of interval (I) was, therefore, shifted with respect to the elapsed time of interval (II)
and indexed with (I*). A small gap between the data of (I*) and (III) is observed
due to the sample also changing during the MIC process of the cooling and heating
parts of (I) and (III), respectively. Neglecting this, a continuously slowing down resistivity change is revealed. The saturation for the resistivity can be estimated to lie
in between 2.2 mΩcm and 2.3 mΩcm. Because of the small and diminishing resistivity change, the measurement was not continued after interval (IV), despite another
increase in resistivity during interval (IV) indicating a still incomplete MIC transformation. The results of the Seebeck measurement are presented in fig. 4.24d). At
room temperature, the Seebeck coefficient increases from 17 µV/K to 26 µV/K and
38 µV/K after intervals (II) and (IV), respectively. Additionally, a general increase
of the Seebeck coefficient for extended annealing times is observed, but still being
distinctively lower than the values of the samples presented in fig 4.21b). This still
ongoing increase in resistivity and Seebeck coefficient can be interpreted as the still
unfinished dissolution of Al layers and thus a change from metallic to semiconducting
behavior.
Another piece of sample [Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC was used for long time

a)

b)

Figure 4.25: Measured a) resistivity and b) Seebeck coefficient of sample
[Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC after annealing at 873 K for 70 h
[115].
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annealing in a quartz tube furnace. Annealing time and temperature were increased
to 873 K and 70 h, respectively. The resistivity and Seebeck coefficient of this sample
are shown in fig. 4.25. At room temperature, the resistivity and Seebeck coefficient
are 37 mΩcm and 140 µV/K, respectively. This sample with dAl /dSiGe = 0.5 has the
same resistivity and Seebeck coefficient as the samples with dAl /dSiGe = 0.1 presented
in fig. 4.20. The increase in annealing time from 1 h to 70 h is thus sufficient enough
to dissolve the Al layers even for a ratio of dAl /dSiGe = 0.5. For the other two samples
with dAl /dSiGe ≥ 0.75, only metallic-like transport properties could be achieved even
for this increased annealing time.

4.2.4 Influence of the Al thickness on MIC
The following section will cover the influence of the Al thickness dAl on MIC itself
with the discussion directly being quoted from [115]. In-situ x-ray diffraction measurements during annealing revealed a two-step process for the metal-induced crystallization of the SiGe layer, as was already observed by Knaepen et al. [73][74]. This
process is shown for sample [Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC in fig. 4.26a), where
two distinctive steps in diffracted intensity for a diffraction angle of 33◦ , which corresponds to the SiGe(111) reflection, can be observed at temperatures of about 500 K
and 750 K. The onset temperatures of the respective crystallization steps, TMIC,1 and
TMIC,2 , for samples with different dAl are summarized in fig. 4.26b). A decrease for
both onset temperatures is observed with increasing Al layer thickness and results
in a saturation of TMIC,1 ≈ 480 K and TMIC,2 ≈ 720 K. The theory for this behavior was already shortly summarized in chapter 2.4. The inset in fig. 4.26b) highlights the beginning of the in-situ resistivity measurement during annealing of sample
[Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC previously presented in fig. 4.24. A dashed line
was added as a guide to the eye to show the expected metallic linear dependence of
the resistivity with temperature for the still continuous Al layers. Deviation from this
expected behavior is observed for temperatures at about 520 K, which corresponds
to the onset temperature of MIC (TMIC,1 = 515 K) for this sample. This indicates
that the irreversible changes observed in resistance are indeed due to diffusion caused
by MIC. The second onset temperature TMIC,2 is generally about 150 K to 250 K
higher than TMIC,1 and even exceeds the normal crystallization temperature of SiGe
of roughly 950 K[117] with TMIC,2 = 1050 K for dAl = 0.5 nm. This second step was
attributed by Knaepen et al.[73] to an increase in crystallization rate assisted by the
occurrence of a liquid phase. As both Si and Ge form a eutectic system with Al,
a liquid phase can be expected for temperatures higher than the respective eutectic
temperatures Teut,SiAl = 850 K and Teut,GeAl = 693 K in such systems [65]. The decrease of crystallization temperature with dAl saturates at about 720 K and is very
close to the eutectic temperature of the GeAl system. Even though a Si80 Ge20 composition is used in this work and therefore a eutectic temperature close to Teut,SiAl
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is expected, the actual value close to Teut,GeAl could be explained by fluctuations in
the SiGe composition on the microscopic scale, such that sample parts with a locally
higher Ge content would already melt at lower temperatures compared to the rest of
the sample.
Intensity

b)

a)

TMIC,1

TMIC,2

Figure 4.26: a) In-situ XRD (θ-2θ) measurement during annealing of sample
[Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC using a wavelength of 0.1797 nm
[115]. b) Influence of the aluminum layer thickness on the crystallization temperature for the MIC process as measured by in-situ XRD
during annealing [115]. The inset shows the beginning of the annealing process in the HTS system of the already annealed sample
[Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC with the dashed line being a guide
to the eye for the initial typical linear metallic resistivity dependence.
The SiGe layer thickness was kept constant at 10 nm for all samples.
If parts of the sample are melting during annealing, a separation of SiGe phases with
different compositions would be expected. The comparison of the diffraction patterns
of sample [Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC obtained before and after annealing
during the in-situ XRD measurements is shown in fig. 4.27. For both diffraction angles
where Si80 Ge20 peaks are expected, the emergence of a diffraction peak corresponding
to Si80 Ge20 after annealing is observed with a shift to higher angles. In reference to
the just discussed possible local melting of the sample, this shift to higher angles
would indicate a Si-enriched SiGe phase and thus an additional Ge-enriched SiGe
phase shifted to lower angles should be present. Indeed, an increase in intensity is
also observed for lower angles just left of the expected diffraction peaks of Si80 Ge20 ,
but is unfortunately superimposed by diffraction signals originating from the LTCC
substrate making it impossible to clearly state if this change is due to the emergence
of a second Ge-enriched SiGe phase. To clarify this matter, another set of samples
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was prepared on ADS substrates. The comparison of diffraction patterns of sample
[Al(10 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /ADS before and after annealing at 873 K for 1 h is
shown in fig. 4.28a). No diffraction peaks due to the substrate are observed close to
the expected Si80 Ge20 peak positions. For better visibility, the difference between the
two diffraction patterns is shown in fig. 4.28b). The SiGe diffraction peaks observed
at angles around 28◦ and 47◦ clearly show a double peak and thus demonstrate the
existence of two different SiGe compositions in this sample. Additionally, a crystalline
Al phase is also detected after annealing by diffraction peaks at angles around 38◦ and
45◦ . Please note that double peaks for SiGe only appeared in diffraction patterns after
annealing at 873 K for 1 h for samples with dAl ≥ 5 nm, which due to the fixed SiGe
thickness dSiGe of 10 nm for this sample series equals to dAl /dSiGe = 0.5. Regarding
the values for TMIC,2 , a phase separation for SiGe due to partial melting would be
expected even for dAl ≈ 1 nm , since only for dAl ≤ 0.7 nm does TMIC,2 exceed
the applied annealing temperature of 873 K. However, the Ge-enriched SiGe phase
exhibits significantly lower intensity compared to the Si-enriched phase and thus

Figure 4.27: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns of sample
[Al(5 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /LTCC before and after the annealing process up to 1123 K. The theoretical diffraction peak positions of
Si80 Ge20 for the utilized wavelength of λ = 0.1797 nm are indicated by
dashed lines [115].
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a)

b)

Figure 4.28: a) Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns of sample
[Al(10 nm)/Si80 Ge20 (10 nm)]100 /ADS before and after annealing at
873 K for 1 h [115]. b) Difference of the two diffractions patterns
presented in a). The respective theoretical diffraction peak positions
of Si80 Ge20 and Al for the utilized Cu-Kα wavelength are indicated by
dashed lines [115].

might not be detectable by XRD due to the limited MIC for lower Al thickness. The
presence of multiple compositional phases might be of advantage, providing a possible
route for further improving the thermoelectric figure of merit for Si1−x Gex systems
by reducing the thermal conductivity without impairing the electrical properties as
demonstrated for Si1−x Gex bulk systems with different compositional phases [118].

4.2.5 Thermal conductivity measurements
Thermal conductivity measurements via the 3ω-method were first tried for samples
deposited on LTCC substrates. A ratio of dAl /dSiGe = 0.1 was chosen for all samples
here, as only detrimental effects for higher dAl /dSiGe ratios were previously observed
regarding the electrical transport properties. It was measured that the LTCC substrates only have a thermal conductivity in the range of 1 Wm−1 K−1 to 2 Wm−1 K−1 .
With that, LTCC would be a good candidate for practical application of thermoelectric thin film SiGe as the thermal conductivity of modern nanostructured SiGe
typically is around 2 Wm−1 K−1 [26][43]. Hence, LTCC would not cause a thermal
short circuit along the substrate and the heat would be transferred through the thermoelectric active thin film SiGe. Unfortunately, it is a prerequisite for the 3ω-method
while measuring thin films that the thermal conductivity of the substrate is distinctively bigger than the thin film’s thermal conductivity (cf. chapter 3.9), which is not
the case for LTCC and SiGe. Therefore, no measurements of samples deposited on
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LTCC substrates could be measured via the 3ω-method. The ADS and sapphire
substrates however were suitable due to their higher thermal conductivity. Another
problem that occurred was the large surface roughness of the samples deposited on
ADS substrates (, which had the same morphology as LTCC substrates). A comparison of the prepared lithography for 3ω measurements for samples deposited on ADS
or sapphire substrates is shown in fig. 4.29. The lithography in the case of sapphire
substrates is in general continuous with only rare and isolated spots not impairing
the measurement circuits. For ADS substrates though, the coarse grained surface
structure is problematic as the measurement circuits prepared by lithography are
quite thin and thus tend to not be continuous for such large surface roughness as
can be seen by many darker edges of coarse grains interrupting the bright conduction
channel. This technical difficulty led to only one ADS sample being measurable. The
results of the 3ω measurements are presented in fig. 4.30. The thickness used for
calculation of the thermal conductivity was the nominal thickness of the whole multilayer, so of all SiGe and Al layers combined. Samples in the as-deposited state have
thermal conductivity around 1.4 Wm−1 K−1 at room temperature exhibiting direct
proportionality to the applied temperature with respect to the analyzed temperature
range of 200 K to 330 K. As the 3ω-method measures the cross-plane thermal conductivity, the presence of continuous in-plane Al layers is of negligible influence. Most of
the sample is amorphous SiGe permeated by Al layers most likely adding additional
thermal resistance and thus resulting in such low values. After annealing, the samples
exhibit thermal conductivity in the range of 2.4 Wm−1 K−1 to 3.0 Wm−1 K−1 at room
temperature. Again the thermal conductivity increases linearly with temperature
as expected for this temperature range. The measured thermal conductivities are
directly comparable to values of typical nanostructured SiGe [26][43].

a)

b)

Figure 4.29: Optical microscope images of the surface of 3ω samples deposited on a)
ADS and b) sapphire substrates. Parts of the lithography are recognizable as bright structures.
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Figure 4.30: Thermal
conductivity
of
various
multilayer
samples
[Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (dSiGe )]100 deposited onto either ADS or sapphire
substrates measured in the as-deposited state and after annealing at
873 K for 1 h. The ratio dAl /dSiGe was kept constant at 0.1 for all
samples.

4.3 Characterization of SiGe/Al systems on silicon oxide
substrates
In the previous chapter, it was shown that on the one hand a sufficient amount
of Al has to be present to guarantee a complete MIC for the SiGe, but on the
other hand too much Al results in detrimental, metallic-like thermoelectric properties. Therefore, a solution regarding the excess of Al has to be found. The approach taken here revolves around the reduction of SiO2 by Al, which had affected
the first samples deposited onto thermally oxidized Si by penetrating the SiO2 isolation layer. Due to the electrical connection of the thermoelectric SiGe thin film
and the Si substrate, intrinsic carrier excitation led to unfavorable thermoelectric
properties in this case. This chapter will discuss the properties of Al-SiGe systems
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deposited onto quartz glass, which will be simply denominated as SiO2 . The goal is
to have the excess of Al react with the SiO2 substrate after the MIC for the SiGe
has taken place. The samples deposited on SiO2 are no more of multilayer form,
but are either in the form of a bilayer Si80 Ge20 (200 nm)/Al(dAl )/SiO2 or a trilayer
Si80 Ge20 (100 nm)/Al(dAl )/Si80 Ge20 (100 nm)/SiO2 with dAl ranging from 20 nm to
700 nm. As the SiGe thickness and substrate is kept the same in each case, nomenclature in the form of TL:Al20nm will be used: first indicating whether a bilayer
(BL) or trilayer (TL) stack was used and afterwards the nominal Al thickness dAl in
nm.
Furthermore, the following new samples were analyzed after the transition of the HTS
system to operate under N2 atmosphere instead of vacuum improving the thermal
coupling during Seebeck measurements (cf. chapter 3.8). Therefore, the systematic
underestimation in Seebeck values of 20% to 25% is not in effect anymore. The results presented in this chapter were acquired by Anna Zera in the frame of her master
thesis [119].

4.3.1 Reduction of silicon oxide by aluminum
Prior to the main experiments of this chapter, the feasibility of the reduction of SiO2
by Al was tested. For this, a 200 nm thick Al layer was deposited on a SiO2 and
ADS substrate. As ADS is an Al2 O3 based ceramic, no reduction should take place
for this system. The respective XRD patterns are compared in fig. 4.31. In the asdeposited state, no peaks (except for ADS substrate peaks) could be observed in both
cases. The reason for no Al peaks being detectable is not understood, but probably
is only due to the Al having too small crystallites. Thermally evaporated Al was
once analyzed by XRD as a comparison and revealed a clearly visible Al (111) peak
(not shown) indicating that the sputter deposited Al in this work simply is x-ray
amorphous. After the 200 nm thick Al layers had been annealed at 873 K for 1 h,
a Si (111) peak could be detected for the Al film deposited on the SiO2 substrate
while additional peaks were observed in the case of the ADS substrate. As only the
Si (111) peak was detected after annealing the Al layer on SiO2 , the reduction of
SiO2 to Si by Al seemed to be successful. The Al2 O3 based ADS substrate was as
expected inert regarding this reduction.

4.3.2 Structural Characterization
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
Samples with an Al thickness dAl of 20 nm and 200 nm were characterized via RBS.
Individual layer thicknesses were increased to the prior multilayer samples since sensitivity of RBS was too low to resolve the individual layers as Si and Al are hardly
distinguishable due to their similar mass. The RBS spectra for both the BL and TL
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a)

b)

Figure 4.31: XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns of a 200 nm Al layer deposited on a) SiO2 and
b) ADS taken in the as-deposited state and after annealing at 873 K for
1 h. Dashed lines indicate the respective theoretical diffraction angles.
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sample with dAl = 200 nm in the as-deposited state are shown in fig. 4.32. Here, the
individual contributions of each element were added to give the reader information
about where to expect the respective elements in the following spectra. The elements
appear starting from high energies in order from heaviest to lightest: Ge, Ar, Si, Al,
O.
The Ge peak starts around 1350 keV and is not divided for the BL sample whereas
the TL sample reveals an expected double peak for Ge due to the two separated
SiGe layers. Following starts the Ar peak at around 1100 keV. The Ar peak also has
double peak form for the TL sample while the BL sample has a single peak. As the
width of the Ar peaks is the same as of the Ge peaks, the Ar was most likely only
integrated during the sputtering of SiGe. The Ar content was lower than 3% for all
samples. Additionally to Ar, O could be detected in the SiGe layers at around 5%
content. The source of this oxygen contamination is unknown. Normally the peaks
of Si and Al would lie very close to each other. The start of the Al peak, though,
is shifted to lower energies as in both cases SiGe is deposited on top of the Al and
thus causing an energy loss for all ions scattered at Al atoms. This shifting leads to
a perceived double peak for Si and Al between 700 keV to 1000 keV as the Al and Si
contributions only partly overlap for both samples. The simulated profile matches
the measured values for the region of the deposited BL and TL. For energies lower
than 450 keV, an increasing spread between simulated and experimental values is observed as multi-scattering events taking place at such low energies are not accounted
for in the simulation.
Next, the structural changes due to annealing at 873 K for 1 h will be discussed with

a)

b)

Figure 4.32: Comparison of the measured and simulated RBS spectra for a a) BL
and b) TL sample with dAl = 200 nm in the as-deposited state. The
respective contributions of each element are indexed in the graph by
different colors.
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respect to the measured RBS spectra. The comparison between as-deposited state
and after annealing for the BL:Al20nm sample is shown in fig. 4.33a). In the asdeposited state, the individual Al, Si, and Ge peaks are clearly distinguishable. After
annealing, the Al peak itself has merged with the Si peak in so far that a slowly
decaying flank to lower energies of the Si peak is observed. This indicates that the Al
and SiGe layers intermixed during the annealing. The in principal same behavior is
observed for TL:Al20nm in fig. 4.33b). The only difference occurs in the as-deposited
state in form of the double peak for Ge representing the two individual SiGe layers.
The separation of the respective peaks is more pronounced when dAl is increased to
200 nm as the energy loss due to more Al separates the individual Si and Ge peaks.
Looking at the spectra presented in fig. 4.33c), the spectra after annealing has way
lower intensity compared to the as-deposited case for BL:Al200nm. This is due to
a measurement error, where the total to be collected charge was set to 6 µC instead
of the normally used 10 µC. Disregarding this, the intermixture of the Al and SiGe
layers is again observed by the merging of the AL and Si peak, but additionally by
the slow fading out of the Ge peak to lower energies, too. The SiO2 substrate sets
in at energies of 450 keV in the as-deposited state, while the starting energy for the
substrate is around 550 keV after annealing. The same is observed for TL:Al200nm
in fig. 4.33d). This shift of the substrate onset energy to higher energies indicates
the intermixing of the Al-SiGe thin film and SiO2 substrate. As the amount of Al
available for the reduction of SiO2 is way smaller for samples with dAl = 20 nm
than for dAl = 200 nm, this intermixing is only resolvable for samples with higher
Al amounts. Another small peak evolves around 600 keV after annealing for both
BL:Al200nm and TL:Al200nm. This peak most likely indicates an accumulation of
oxygen. TEM images revealed that not all of the produced Alx Oy necessarily is
located at the former substrate interface, but also remnants can be found on top of
the SiGe film after annealing. This small oxygen peak around 600 keV is not observed
for the samples with dAl = 20 nm and is very likely related to the formation of Alx Oy .
An oxygen contamination during annealing can therefore be ruled out.
The thickness of the individual layers in the as-deposited state was also calculated
via eq. (3.3) using the results of the RBS simulations. As the measured RBS profiles
of the annealed samples are rather difficult to be simulated due to the intermixing of the layers, no analysis was carried out for this case. The comparison of the
nominal individual layer thicknesses and the layer thicknesses determined by RBS
is summarized in table 4.5. The SiGe layers show matching results with respect to
measurement uncertainty. The Al layers, though, appear to be much thinner than
their intended nominal thickness. This deviation could be influenced by the fact that
Al and Si in general are hard to be distinguished via RBS, but more likely the Al
deposition rate was simply overestimated during deposition test runs. The ratio of
Si:Ge was determined to be 83:17 for all samples thus being more Si-rich than the
nominal 80:20 ratio of the used Si80 Ge20 sputter target.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.33: Comparison of the RBS spectra of a),c) BL and b),d) TL samples before
and after annealing at 873 K for 1 h. The respective Al thicknesses were
a),b) dAl = 20 nm and c),d) dAl = 200 nm.

Table 4.5: Comparison of the nominal individual layer thicknesses dAl , and dSiGe and
the layer thicknesses dAl,RBS , and dSiGe,RBS determined by RBS.
dAl
dAl,RBS dSiGe dSiGe,RBS
sample
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)
BL:Al20nm
20
14
200
203
BL:Al200nm 200
166
200
203
100
99
TL:Al20nm
20
9
100
106
100
107
TL:Al200nm 200
169
100
105
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X-Ray Diffraction
The series of BL and TL samples with different Al thickness dAl was analyzed by
XRD. The measured XRD patterns in as-deposited state are presented in fig. 4.34.
Only few samples exhibited an Al (111) peak with no direct correlation to dAl being
apparent. As in the cases before, the Al appears to be x-ray amorphous as even a
700 nm thick Al film did reveal only faint Al peaks. No SiGe peaks were present in
the as-deposited case as expected.
After the samples had been annealed at 873 K for 1 h, a peak near the Si80 Ge20 (111)
peak emerged for all samples except for dAl = 20 nm for which the amount of Al was
likely not sufficient for a successful MIC. This is shown in fig. 4.35. The intensity of
the peak increased with increasing dAl even though the total SiGe thickness is 200 nm
for all samples highlighting an increase in diffracting material. Interestingly, no other
peaks are detected even though the intensity of the observed Si80 Ge20 (111) peak is
high enough to expect at least also a noticeable peak regarding the Si80 Ge20 (220)
reflex. The SiGe thus appears to be strongly (111)-textured for these samples. A
zoom in around 26◦ to 31◦ of the XRD patterns of the annealed samples is shown
in fig. 4.36. An increasing shift of the Si80 Ge20 (111) peak to higher angles with
increasing dAl is observed. This can be understood by the incorporation of further
Si atoms released by the reduction of the SiO2 substrate into the SiGe. As SiGe is
a fully miscible crystal, the resulting lattice constant shifts towards a more Si rich
SiGe alloy. Another sign for this can be found in the complete vanishing of the small
Al peaks which previously were present. Through the reduction of SiO2 by Al, the
Al was oxidized and accordingly disappeared from the XRD patterns. The already
for even low values of dAl perceivable shift of the SiGe peaks to higher angles can
be explained with the RBS results regarding the stoichiometry of the SiGe being
Si83 Ge17 in the as-deposited case.
The SiGe(111) peaks in the XRD patterns of the annealed BL and TL samples
presented in fig. 4.36 were fitted with Gaussian fits to determine the center position
and full width half maximum for each peak. The position of the SiGe(111) peak
in dependency on dAl is shown in fig. 4.37a). The shift to higher diffraction angles
with increasing Al thickness becomes apparent again and in principle appears to be
linear with increasing dAl . Only the BL sample with dAl = 700 nm deviates from
the linear dependence. This is expected as the diffraction peak for pure Si is at
28.4422◦ (cf. table 3.2, [90]) while the SiGe(111) peak for sample BL:Al700nm is
at 28.427◦ indicating that the SiGe layer at this point is almost only composed of
Si. Furthermore, the full width half maximum of each peak was used to estimate the
perpendicular SiGe grain size Lgr via Scherrer analysis using eq. (3.7). The estimation
of Lgr reveals grain sizes increasing from 60 nm to 150 nm with dAl in fig. 4.37b). The
increase for Lgr is strongest for dAl ≤ 100 nm which equals to dAl /dSiGe ≤ 0.5 for
these samples with a fixed SiGe thickness of 200 nm and probably just highlights the
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a)

b)

Figure 4.34: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns for a) BL and b) TL samples
with different dAl in the as-deposited state. Dashed lines indicate the
respective theoretical diffraction peak positions.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.35: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns for a) BL and b) TL samples
with different dAl after an annealing at 873 K for 1 h. Dashed lines
indicate the respective theoretical diffraction peak positions.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.36: Comparison of the XRD (θ − 2θ) patterns zoomed in around 28◦ for a)
BL and b) TL samples with different dAl after an annealing at 873 K
for 1 h. Dashed lines indicate the respective theoretical diffraction peak
positions.
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influence of insufficient amounts of Al impairing the MIC. In the range of 100 nm≤
dAl ≤ 200 nm (0.5 ≤ dAl /dSiGe ≤ 1), nearly no increase for Lgr is observed, which
is unexpected at least for the BL samples as a continuous MIC of the whole 200 nm
thick SiGe layer is expected for dAl /dSiGe = 1. The following increase in Lgr for
samples with dAl ≥ 300 nm is probably only due to the noticeable increase in SiGe
layer thickness to incorporation of Si atoms released by the SiO2 reduction. These
results show that the reduction of SiO2 can be used to remove excess of Al after
MIC without developing any thermoelectric detrimental secondary phases, but the
composition of the SiGe shifts towards a more Si rich alloy. This (together with
the increase in SiGe layer thickness) needs to be kept in mind as a sufficiently high
enough Ge content is needed to lower the thermal conductivity by alloy scattering
for SiGe and therefore a Ge-richer SiGe starting layer ought to be used accordingly.
a)

b)

Figure 4.37: a) Center of the SiGe(111) peak position and b) results of Scherrer analysis for estimation of the SiGe grain size for the BL and TL samples
after annealing at 873 K for 1 h as function of dAl .

Transmission Electron Microscopy
The sample TL:Al200nm was analyzed by TEM. BF cross section images of the
as-deposited state and after annealing at 873 K for 1 h are shown in fig. 4.38a) and
b), respectively. The as-deposited state reveals three separate layers. The top and
bottom layer appear to be of homogenous contrast while the middle layer has signs
of added diffraction contrast. This matches the expectations as the SiGe should
be amorphous and therefore appear homogenous. The bottom SiGe layer appears
darker, as the prepared cross section becomes thicker in direction to the substrate
due to its wedge shape. The origin of the dark dots at the interface to the substrate
is unknown. Furthermore, such dots were observed for this sample only and could be
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a simple preparation outlier. The diffraction contrast features of the Al layer indicate
that the Al is in the crystalline state, which is a prerequisite for a successful MIC.
The thicknesses of all layers are smaller than the nominal expected values with only
90 nm for the SiGe layers each and 175 nm for the Al layer. This matches the RBS
results presented in table 4.5 with respect to the Al layer. Regarding the SiGe layers,
RBS had predicted the SiGe thickness slightly above the nominal thickness values.
As the both the TEM and RBS results do not deviate much from the nominal SiGe
thickness, this discrepancy is most likely only due to measurement uncertainty.
After the sample was annealed, the principal trilayer structure of the sample is still
intact, but the thicknesses of each layer have changed. The outer layers are around
20 nm to 90 nm thick while the thickness of the middle layer increased to roughly
240 nm. Interestingly, SiGe and Al have switched places as could be shown via
EDX elemental maps in fig. 4.39. The switching of the metal and semiconductor
during MIC is a known side effect and called metal-induced layer exchange [71]. The
oxidation of the Al was deducted by comparison of the elemental maps of Al and O,
but no statements regarding the oxidation state of the Alx Oy can be made as such
elemental maps do not allow for a quantitative analysis. All three layers reveal signs
of diffraction contrast and thus are in a crystalline state. At the bottom of the SiGe
layer, a hole in the layer is present. This hole could be a TEM preparation artifact
such that the layer thinned out faster at this particular spot than its surroundings.
Another explanation could also be found in the reduction of the SiO2 , as the density
of the resulting reaction products is lower than the starting ones’, which locally could
lead to a material deficit resulting in holes.
a) glue

b)
glue

SiGe

Al

90 nm

AlxOy

175 nm
SiGe
90 nm

SiGe

240 nm

SiO2
AlxOy

100 nm

SiO2

100 nm

Figure 4.38: TEM BF cross section images of sample TL:Al200nm a) in the asdeposited state and b) after annealing at 873 K for 1 h.
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Figure 4.39: a) Secondary electron image of sample TL:Al200nm after annealing at
873 k for 1 h. Elemental maps for b) Si, c) Al, d) Ge, and e) O of the
area observed in a).
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The TEM analysis was repeated for sample BL:AL700nm. The high value of dAl =
700 nm was chosen to undoubtedly highlight the increase of the thickness of the
SiGe layer. The BF image of the as-deposited state is shown in fig. 4.40a). At
first, three layers besides the substrate are discernible. Actually, the Al layer is
divided into two parts as the deposition process of the Al layer was interrupted due
to an error (without breaking the vacuum), which resulted in the apparent interface
along the Al layer. Neglecting this additional interface, the expected layer stack
can be observed. The SiGe layer thickness is 190 nm and close to the expected
nominal thickness of 200 nm. The Al, though, is roughly 600 nm thick and thus again
indicates that the Al deposition rate was overestimated. An overestimation of 10%
to 15% appears reasonable regarding the RBS (compare table 4.5) and TEM results.
After BL:Al700nm was annealed at 873 K for 1 h, the Al and SiGe switched positions
partially. Only parts of the Al diffused to the top of the layer, where the SiGe was
prior to the annealing, as the metal-induced layer exchange could only take place for
an upper Al layer part equal to the thickness of the SiGe layer. The rest of the Al
remained at the bottom next to the substrate. Interestingly, both parts of the Al
were oxidized. The elemental maps for the Al near the SiO2 substrate are shown in
fig. 4.41. Here it becomes apparent that the top edge of the former SiO2 substrate
was completely replaced by Alx Oy . The Alx Oy appears to be dense and except for
measurement noise shows no signs of remaining Si. The interface between the Alx Oy
and SiGe is quite rough. Apparently, a part of the Alx Oy broke away from the main
part of the Alx Oy and can be seen as an isolated chunk at the bottom left of the
images. This shows that even parts of the Al, which did not stay in direct contact to
the SiO2 substrate, could take part in the reduction and were accordingly oxidized.
The thickness of the SiGe layer increased remarkably. As the top Alx Oy layer was
very rough and of discontinuous form, an exact value is hard to determine for the
SiGe layer. The observed thickness for the SiGe layer was in between 270 nm to
520 nm. This thickness spread has to be kept in mind for all measurements which
depend on the knowledge of the layer thickness.
The crystalline quality of the SiGe layer of sample BL:Al700nm after the MIC phase
change and reduction of the excess Al was high as indicated by the observed lateral
size of SiGe grains of several microns. In addition, no distinct border or gradient
along the SiGe layer could be observed with respect to the released Si atoms of the
SiO2 reduction. A diffraction image of the SiGe layer is presented in fig. 4.42a). The
image reveals a hexagonal-like diffraction pattern as expected for an incident beam
along the [110] direction of a diamond lattice. Even faint Kikuchi lines are discernible
in between the individual diffraction reflexes highlighting the high crystalline quality.
The comparison with the theoretical diffraction pattern of a Si80 Ge20 crystal is shown
in fig. 4.42c). All diffraction reflexes match the theoretical pattern with even the forbidden reflexes also being present in the observed diffraction pattern. The presence of
the forbidden reflexes could be explained by stress in the crystal lifting the extinction
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Figure 4.40: TEM BF cross section images of sample BL:Al700nm a) in the asdeposited state and b) after annealing at 873 K for 1 h. Boxes I and
II mark areas of high and low twin grain boundary density, respectively.

rules or also by the crystal consisting of two different species of atoms and thus having
different atomic factors also resulting in a lift of the extinction rules. Besides such
pristine areas, another type of diffraction pattern was observed for the SiGe layer,
which is shown in fig. 4.42b). Here, two hexagonal-like patterns are overlain with
respect to a mirror axis. This is a typical diffraction pattern in the presence of twin
grain boundaries. The mirror axis and the resulting two different hexagonal-like patterns are highlighted in fig. 4.42d). Such an area with several twin grain boundaries
being present is shown in fig. 4.43. The individual twin grain boundaries and different
orientations of the twin crystals are clearly discernible. The twin crystals connect
seamlessly and the distance between two grain boundaries was typically around 1 nm
to 20 nm. Such twin grained crystal structures hold high potential for thermoelectric
application as phonons would easily be scattered along twin grain boundaries while
electrons could pass those near freely. Looking back at fig. 4.40b), horizontal lines
can be seen along the SiGe layer e.g. inside box I. These horizontal lines seem to
be connected to Alx Oy parts at the surface of the layer stack. It could be that this
added contrast was caused by Alx Oy creeping across the SiGe layer. Areas of the
SiGe layer with such contrast like box I are of high twin grain boundary density
while pristine SiGe parts like box II show nearly no twin grain boundaries. Further
research is needed to discern how Alx Oy is involved in the formation of twin grain
boundaries. Nevertheless, twin grained microstructures were already reported for Si
and SiGe deposited on sapphire substrates [120][121] and thus a connection between
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Figure 4.41: a) Secondary electron image of an area close to the substrate of sample
BL:Al700nm after annealing at 873 k for 1 h. Elemental maps for b) Al,
c) Si, and d) O of that area. The Ge signal is not shown, as the intensity
was too low.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.42: Diffraction images of sample BL:Al700nm after annealing at 873 K for
1 h taken in an area with a) low and b) high amount of twin grain boundaries. c) Overlay of the diffraction pattern shown in a) with a simulated
diffraction pattern for a Si80 Ge20 crystal with the incident beam along
the [110] direction. d) Highlighted mirror axis and the resulting two
hexagonal-like patterns for twin grains presented for the diffraction pattern of b).
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5 nm
Figure 4.43: High resolution TEM image of an SiGe area with twin grain boundaries
of sample BL:Al700nm annealed at 873 K for 1 h.
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Alx Oy and the formation of twin grain boundaries in SiGe appears possible.

4.3.3 Estimation of SiGe thickness increase
The reduction of SiO2 by Al leads to the release of Si atoms which are incorporated
into the SiGe layer. This results in an increase of the SiGe layer thickness dSiGe in
dependence on the Al layer thickness dAl . TEM investigations have revealed that the
resulting layer systems are rather rough and exhibit varying SiGe thicknesses. This
section will give an estimation for the SiGe layer thickness, where the lower limit
should be the nominal SiGe thickness
dmin = dSiGe .

(4.1)

The upper limit dmax for the SiGe layer thickness can be estimated via the chemical
reduction formula
4Al + 3SiO2 → 2Al2 O3 + 3Si.
(4.2)
If all Al atoms nAl participate in the reduction of SiO2 , the released Si atoms nSi
would amount to
4nSi = 3nAl .
(4.3)
Assuming constant atomic density NSi for Si and NAl for Al, the number of atoms
present in the layers can be related to its spatial dimensions with
4NSi dSi A = 3NAl dAl A

(4.4)

where dSi is the thickness of the newly formed Si layer and A is the area of the layer.
As the area is the same for both the Si and Al layer, A can be omitted. This leads
to the following expression for the Si layer thickness
dSi = dAl

3NAl
.
4NSi

(4.5)

Using the mass density ρd , molar mass Mmol , and Avogadro constant NA for the
relation
ρd NA
N=
(4.6)
Mmol
and the values of table 3.1, leads to
NSi = 5.00 · 1022 atoms/cm3 ,
NAl = 6.05 · 1022 atoms/cm3 .
The thickness of the formed Si layer can thus be estimated as
dSi ≈ 0.908 · dAl .

(4.7)
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The upper limit dmax for the SiGe thickness is presumed as the sum of the formed Si
layer and the previously present SiGe thickness
dmax = 0.908dAl + dSiGe .

(4.8)

This upper limit cannot be reached, since not every Al atom is available for the
reduction process. Parts of the Al get incorporated into the SiGe acting as dopant
atoms while other Al parts could also remain as inactive clusters in between the SiGe.
The estimated range for the SiGe layer thickness fits to the SiGe thickness observed
in the TEM images of fig. 4.38b) and fig. 4.40b). Since the layer thickness needs to
be known for calculation of the charge carrier density n eq. (3.16) and the electrical
resistivity ρ eq. (3.10), the effective layer thickness of the SiGe after annealing is
assumed as
0.908
dSiGe,eff = (dmin + dmax )/2 = dSiGe +
dAl
(4.9)
2
with the uncertainty for this estimation being
∆d = dmax − dSiGe,eff = dSiGe,eff − dmin =

0.908
dAl .
2

(4.10)

4.3.4 Thermoelectric Properties
The electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficients were measured for all BL and TL
samples in the as-deposited state. Only few of the TL samples could be measured
with respect to their Seebeck coefficient as the amorphous, insulating 100 nm SiGe
top layer made it hard to form stable contacts. The calculation of the electrical resistivity was carried out using the nominal Al thickness in the as-deposited state. For
all samples, the resistivity was in the range of 0.8 · 10−7 Ωm to 1.3 · 10−7 Ωm while the
Seebeck coefficient ranged from 5 µV/K to 8 µV/K. The resistivity is about 4 times
higher than of pure aluminum (ρAl,RT = 2.687 · 10−8 Ωm [116]), which is likely due to
crystal defects and grain boundaries affecting the electrical transport. The Seebeck
coefficient is in the typical one digit µV/K-regime for metals like Al.
All BL and TL samples were annealed at 873 K for 1 h so that the temperature
was high enough to facilitate both, the MIC process and SiO2 reduction. This is
highlighted in fig. 4.44. Both the room temperature electrical resistivity and Seebeck
coefficient of sample TL:Al200nm stay at low values of roughly 10−7 Ωm and 5 µV/K,
respectively, after annealing at temperatures Tann ≤ 773 K for 1 h. After being annealed at Tann = 823 K for 1 h, the room temperature resistivity has already increased
by one order of magnitude while the Seebeck coefficient only increased to 8 µV/K.
This indicates that the reduction of SiO2 by Al has already started at this temperature, but not all Al has completely reacted in 1 h. Annealing at Tann = 873 K for 1 h
leads to another increase in room temperature resistivity by two orders of magnitude,
which is accompanied by an increase in Seebeck coefficient to 180 µV/K. These values
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are comparable to samples deposited on LTCC presented in section 4.2.3, for which
the ratio dAl /dSiGe was kept low enough to not have any continuous Al films after
annealing. The annealing temperature was not increased any further as the quartz
glass substrate started to soften for higher temperatures. An increase in annealing
time led to no further change in transport properties, thus annealing at 873 K for
1 h can be assumed as sufficient to completely react any excess of Al. A sequential
annealing process, which started at 563 K for 89 h to only induce the MIC process and
afterwards reduce the SiO2 at 873 K for 1 h, resulted in similar transport properties
compared to the single step annealing.
a)

b)

Figure 4.44: Dependence of the room temperature a) electrical resistivity and
b) Seebeck coefficient on the annealing temperature Tann of sample
TL:Al200nm. The annealing time was kept constant at 1 h.
Electrical transport properties at room temperature in dependence on the Al layer
thickness dAl are summarized in fig. 4.45 for all samples after annealing at 873 K for
1 h. Samples TL:Al100nm and and TL:Al125nm behaved as outliers and hence are
not shown. Please keep in mind that the thickness used for calculating the charge
carrier density and electrical resistivity is the previously discussed effective SiGe
thickness presented in eq. (4.9).
The measured charge carrier density is shown in fig. 4.45a). All samples revealed
positive charge carrier densities indicating successful p-type doping of the SiGe by the
Al during the MIC process with charge carrier densities ranging from 2 · 1019 cm−3 to
2 · 1020 cm−3 . Such charge carrier densities exceed the density of states of the valence
band for pure Si of NV,Si = 2.65 · 1019 cm−3 (cf. table 2.1). As Ge has even a lower
density of states in the valence band, the SiGe crystal can only have smaller NV as
for example NV,Si80 Ge20 = 9.52 · 1018 cm−3 was reported [122]. Therefore, all samples
have to be assumed as degenerated semiconductors after annealing. The dependence
of the charge carrier density on the Al thickness is qualitatively the same for BL and
TL samples. Both samples series exhibit a minimum in charge carrier density around
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.45: Dependence of the a) charge carrier density, b) Seebeck coefficient, b)
electrical resistivity, and d) power factor on the initial Al thickness dAl
of the BL and TL samples annealed at 873 K for 1 h. Dashed lines are
guides to the eye.
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100 nm to 150 nm Al thickness.
The Seebeck coefficient for the annealed BL and TL samples is shown in fig. 4.45b).
The uncertainty for the Seebeck measurement was estimated to be 7% based on
spread of results among repetitive measurements. The lowest Seebeck coefficient of
approximately 110 µV/K is obtained for both sample series at dAl = 50 nm. The
Seebeck coefficient then rises to a maximum of 220 µV/K for the BL samples and
then steadily decreases for thicker Al layers down to roughly 180 µV/K. Because
of the two missing outlier samples BL:Al100nm and BL:Al125nm, the maximum
in Seebeck coefficient with respect to dAl cannot be clearly determined for the TL
samples. The Seebeck increases for dAl = 50 nm to 180 µV/K and stays at nearly
the same value of 187 µV/K for dAl = 150 nm. For the TL samples, the Seebeck
coefficient saturates around 165 µV/K for high values of dAl . The Seebeck coefficient
for all annealed samples are in a typical range for degenerated semiconductors. The
obtained Seebeck coefficients correlate well to the charge carrier densities as both
indicate that no continuous Al layers are anymore present in annealed samples due
to the reduction of SiO2 by Al. Furthermore, the Seebeck coefficient follows the
expected inverse dependency on the charge carrier density predicted by eq. (2.68).
Except for dAl = 75 nm, both the charge carrier density and Seebeck coefficient reveal
same values for samples with equal dAl in the range of measurement uncertainty.
The electrical resistivity of the annealed BL and TL samples is shown in fig. 4.45c).
The resistivity starts at 11 mΩcm for dAl = 50 nm and then increases to a maximum
of 31 mΩcm at dAl = 100 nm for the TL samples. For higher dAl , the resistivity
decreases steadily again down to roughly 10 mΩcm. In case of the BL samples, the
resistivity starts at 8 mΩcm for dAl = 50 nm. The maximum in resistivity of 24 mΩcm
occurs at dAl = 300 nm. Possibly, this high resistivity value simply lies at the upper
limit of measurement uncertainty, because the uncertainty bars for the resistivity of
BL:Al300nm and TL:Al300nm overlap in a sensible intermediate range. For the high
value of dAl = 400 nm, the resistivity likewise decreases for the BL sample down to
12 mΩcm. The qualitative temperature behavior of resistivity matches the one of the
Seebeck coefficient and inversely also the one of the charge carrier density for the TL
samples as expected. For the BL samples, the maximum is shifted too higher values
of dAl most likely due to sample outliers and measurement uncertainty.
The power factor calculated from the electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient
is presented in fig. 4.45d). All obtained power factors are in the range from 1 ·
10−4 W/K2 m to 3.5 · 10−4 W/K2 m. Due to the large measurement uncertainties,
especially for higher dAl values, it is hardly possible to draw any systematic conclusions. At best, a slight tendency to increasing power factors with increasing dAl could
be supposed. Power factors for modern thermoelectric SiGe are typically up to one
order of magnitude larger than the power factors presented here being in the order
of 10−3 W/K2 m [26]. This is mostly due to the relatively high electrical resistivity as
the Seebeck coefficient reveals adequate values for the charge carrier densities present
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in these samples. A possible explanation for this undesirable resistivity increase will
be given in the next paragraph. Nevertheless, these results prove that the reduction
of SiO2 by Al can be utilized to remove excess of Al in a SiGe/Al system after being
processed via MIC. No signs of metallic Al impairing the thermoelectric properties
of the SiGe layers were detected up to ratios of dAl /dSiGe ≤ 3.5. Additionally, BL
and TL samples revealed the same transport properties for most samples highlighting
that even Al not being in direct contact to the SiO2 substrate in the as-deposited
state could be reacted into insulating Al2 O3 .
Discussion on the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity and Seebeck
coefficient for samples annealed at 873 K for 1 h will be done exemplarily for samples
TL:Al50nm, TL:Al150nm, and TL:Al400nm.Please note that the BL samples revealed
the same temperature dependencies for the transport coefficients like TL samples
[119]. The electrical resistivity of the three annealed samples is shown in fig. 4.46a)
for the temperature range of 300 K to 700 K. The sample with the highest resistivity
of roughly 20 mΩcm is TL:Al150nm. This correlates well to the measured charge
carrier density of sample TL:Al150nm having the lowest charge carrier density of all
TL samples. The other two samples have lower resistivity at around 10 mΩcm. Interestingly, the samples reveal different temperature dependencies. Sample TL:Al50nm
has a resistivity of 12 mΩcm at 300 K, which then decreases with increasing temperature almost linearly down to 8 mΩcm at 700 K. The resistivity of TL:Al400nm
instead starts with 9.5 mΩcm at 300 K and then increases linearly with temperature
up to 11 mΩcm at 700 K. The sample TL:Al150nm with the intermediate Al thickness reveals decreasing resistivity up to temperatures of 380 K while for temperatures
above 380 K the resistivity increases again. If these changes in resistivity are related
to the excitation of additional free charge carriers, this would be detectable as a drop
in Seebeck coefficient. The Seebeck coefficients of the respective samples are presented in fig. 4.46b). The Seebeck coefficients at 300 K are 135 µV/K, 180 µV/K, and
210 µV/K for samples TL:Al50nm, TL:Al150nm, and TL:Al400nm, respectively. An
linear increase by 70 µV/K for all three samples up to the temperature of 700 K is obtained This linear dependency is expected for degenerated semiconductors (compare
eq. (2.68)) and indicates that no additional free charge carriers are thermally excited
at elevated temperatures. The difference in resistivity behavior with temperature
thus has to be governed by the charge carrier mobility µ.
To get a better insight on the underlying thermal excitation, Arrhenius plots for the
electrical resistivity of samples TL:Al50nm and TL:Al150nm are shown in fig. 4.47a)
and fig. 4.47b), respectively. Linear regions become apparent for the lower range of
temperatures around 300 K. As the excitation of additional free charge carriers can
be ruled out, this linear region can be attributed to energy barriers impairing the
electrical transport [123]. A model for polycrystalline Si films was proposed by Seto
[124]. Within this model, energy barriers are formed by trapping charge carriers in
trap states along grain boundaries of the Si. The resulting energy barriers become
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a)

b)

Figure 4.46: Dependence of the a) electrical resistivity and b) Seebeck coefficient on
the temperature of samples TL:Al50nm, TL:Al150nm, and TL:Al400nm
after being annealed at 873 K for 1 h.
maximal in height for the condition
Lgr Nimp = Qt

(4.11)

with Lgr , Nimp , and Qt being the grain size, density of singly charged ionized impurities, and area density of trapping states, respectively [124]. If Lgr Nimp < Qt ,
the energy barriers are smaller due to not all trapping states being occupied as the
crystallites are completely depleted with respect to their free charge carriers. For
Lgr Nimp > Qt , the energy barriers also decrease in height, because all trapping states
are occupied and the width of the resulting dipole layer is shrunk by screening. Such
effects have also been measured and the expected proportionality of
ρ∝

1
∝ exp(EB /k B T )
µ

(4.12)

for the energy barrier height EB was obtained [125]. The energy barrier height can
thus be extracted from a linear fit to an Arrhenius plot of ln(ρ) over 1/T for degenerate semiconductors with a constant charge carrier density. The extracted energy
barrier heights in dependence on the initial Al thickness for all annealed BL and TL
samples are summarized in fig. 4.48. It becomes apparent that EB decreases with
increasing dAl lying in the range from 1 meV to 13 meV. The obtained dependence
of the charge carrier density on the initial Al thickness in fig. 4.46a) allows for the
following interpretation. It was shown in fig. 4.37b) that the SiGe grain size Lgr,SiGe
of the annealed samples increases with dAl . With respect to the model proposed by
Seto and the condition for the maximal energy barrier height of eq. (4.11), it becomes
apparent that this increase in grain size can lead to a decrease in barrier height EB ,
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if Qt and Nimp are independent from the grain size. If Lgr,SiGe becomes greater than
Qt /Nimp , effectively more charge carriers are able to participate in the electronic
transport due to the lowered EB . This could be attributed to the obtained increase
in charge carrier density for increasing Al thickness for dAl > 100 nm. The model
of Seto cannot be used to explain the drop in charge carrier density for values up
to dAl ≤ 100 nm as the measured energy barrier height continuously increases for
decreasing dAl .
a)

b)

Figure 4.47: Arrhenius plot of ln(ρ) over 1/T highlighting the used data for a linear
fit to estimate energy barrier height for samples a) TL:Al50nm and b)
TL:Al150nm after being annealed at 873 K for 1 h.

Figure 4.48: Energy barrier height in dependence on the initial Al thickness for the
BL and TL samples after being annealed at 873 K for 1 h.
The occurrence of energy barriers also explains, why the electrical resistivity and
Seebeck coefficient have different temperature dependencies discussed in the prior
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chapter 4.2. If the ambient thermal energy is enough to fully excite all charge carriers over the energy barriers, the resistivity follows the typical linear proportionality
to temperature of degenerated semiconductors (cf. eq. (2.62)), which can be seen
in fig. 4.46a) for TL:Al150nm and TL:Al400nm. In case of energy barriers being
too high, the ambient thermal energy is only sufficient to only excite parts of the
charge carriers over energy barriers. This becomes apparent for sample TL:Al50nm
in fig. 4.47a). Here, the energy barrier height was extracted from the temperature
range of 300 K to 370 K. For higher temperatures, ln(ρ) over 1/T drops even faster
than linear for this sample indicating even higher energy barriers being overcome by
the increased thermal excitation. As no change to a positive temperature coefficient
for the electrical resistivity could be observed at elevated temperatures, measurements at even higher temperatures would be valuable to see how far the resistivity
decrease would continue.
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The aim of this work was to prepare and to charaterize thermoelectric Si80 Ge20 thin
films by utilizing the effect of MIC. The thin films were deposited by magnetron sputtering and the SiGe was amorphous in the as-deposited state. The process of MIC
was utilized to induce crystallization of the SiGe during annealing at temperatures as
low as 485 K. Aluminum was used as the catalytic metal for the MIC process. Three
different kind of substrates in the form of thermally oxidized silicon, aluminum oxide
based, and silicon oxide based substrates have been used. These substrates revealed
a direct influence on the resulting thermoelectric properties after applied annealing.
The first samples were deposited as multilayers with 50 repetitions of SiGe/Al bilayers on thermally oxidized silicon. The individual Al layer thickness dAl was chosen
in the range of 0.18 nm up to 1 nm while the SiGe layer thickness dSiGe was kept constant at 10 nm for all samples of this series. The process of MIC could be verified for
this sample series down to annealing temperatures as low as 673 K. The higher the Al
thickness was chosen, the more the crystallization temperature of the SiGe could be
reduced. The thinnest Al layer thickness still revealing reduced crystallization temperature due to MIC was 0.36 nm showing a crystallization temperature of 873 K.
The microstructural characterization of the MIC processed SiGe thin films revealed
polycrystalline, continuous SiGe layers with no traces left of the initial SiGe/Al multilayer heterostructure. Only a surface accumulation of Al which gets oxidized in
ambient conditions could be detected besides the homogenous SiGe layer.
The transport properties of the as-deposited samples were insulator like due to discontinuous Al layers and the SiGe being amorphous. After the MIC process at
annealing temperatures ranging from 673 K to 873 K, the samples exhibited semiconducting transport properties at room temperature with electrical resistivity and
Seebeck coefficient of around 50 mΩcm to 100 mΩcm and 80 µV/K, respectively. This
proved a successful MIC process accompanied by Al doping of the SiGe during the
MIC process. At elevated temperatures higher than 500 K, a decrease for both the
electrical resistivity and the Seebeck coefficient could be observed with the Seebeck
coefficient even changing its sign. This could be attributed to intrinsic charge carrier
excitation in the Si substrate. The Si substrate became electrically connected to the
SiGe layer by reduction of the SiO2 isolation layer via parts of the Al. At high enough
temperatures, the intrinsic Si substrate became more electrically conducting than the
SiGe thin film thus rendering the combination of a thermally oxidized Si substrate
and a SiGe/Al system useless with respect to thermoelectric application at elevated
temperatures.
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The second series of samples retained principally the same SiGe/Al multilayer structure in the as-deposited state as the previous sample series. The substrate was
changed to an electrically insulating, aluminum oxide based ceramic substrate to
rule out any influence of the substrate on the thermoelectric active SiGe thin film
like in case of the previous sample series. The MIC process could also be verified
for these samples and matching results regarding the microstructure and crystallization temperature of the SiGe were obtained. The ceramic substrates exhibited huge
surface roughness in the range of microns. This resulted in deep trenches along the
thin film which was locally discontinuous. The transport properties revealed no signs
of the MIC processes SiGe thin films being separated and an electrically continuous
SiGe layer was always observed after the MIC process. An increase in SiGe crystallinity and grain size matching a decrease in electrical resistivity was obtained for
increasing Al layer thickness up to 1 nm. As the Seebeck coefficient stayed constant
despite decreasing resistivity, the sample series was extended to even thicker individual Al layers up to 10 nm to cover the range of 0.1 ≤ dAl /dSiGe ≤ 1 and see how far
this improvement in thermoelectric properties could be continued.
An increase of the ratio dAl /dSiGe leads to an improved MIC process up to a ratio of
dAl /dSiGe = 1. However, if too much Al is present, it is not possible to redistribute
the Al during the diffusion driven MIC process without forming continuous Al layers and thus short circuiting the thermoelectric SiGe thin film. The switching point
from semiconducting to metallic transport behavior after MIC in SiGe/Al systems
was found to be around dAl /dSiGe = 0.25 and was coinciding with transport properties values indicating continuous Al layers in the as-deposited state. Furthermore,
in-situ measurements of electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient were conducted
during the MIC process for samples without Al short circuits being present after the
MIC process. It could be shown that for increasing temperatures, a thinning out of
the Al layers in form of a resistance increase can be observed at the beginning of
the MIC process. When the Al layers are not continuous anymore, a sudden change
in Seebeck coefficient from metallic-like to semiconducting is observed. Following, a
decrease in resistance is observed as the remaining amorphous SiGe parts are crystallized. The best obtained room temperature values for electrical resistivity, Seebeck
coefficient, and thermal conductivity of this sample series were 10 mΩcm, 150 µV/K,
2.7 Wm−1 K−1 , respectively.
Temperature-dependent XRD studies revealed a two-step process for the MIC of the
SiGe. Both onset temperatures for the MIC process exhibited a strong dependence on
the Al thickness with lower crystallization temperatures being achieved for increasing
Al layer thickness. The lowest obtained onset temperatures were 485 K and 725 K,
respectively. Samples with high enough Al content revealed a phase separation into
a silicon- and germanium-rich SiGe alloy. Such phase separations are promising for
future thermoelectric research by potentially decreasing the thermal conductivity.
The problem of remaining Al short circuiting the thermoelectric SiGe thin film after
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MIC was solved via the reduction of SiO2 and Al to Si and Al2 O3 . Samples were
deposited onto quartz glass to enable this chemical reaction. It could be shown that
the reduction started at around 823 K and a complete reaction of the Al could be
achieved when annealing at 873 K for 1 h. The released Si atoms did not form a
separate phase, but were incorporated into the SiGe resulting in an increase of the
SiGe thickness and a shift of the composition to being more Si-rich. TEM analysis revealed areas of high twin grain boundary density in the crystallized SiGe layer. Such
structures could be beneficial for increasing the thermoelectric efficiency by hindering
phonon movement while not impairing the electron transport.
The presence of energy barriers influencing electron transport could be detected after
MIC of the SiGe. Electrical resistivity measurements revealed a decreasing height of
the energy barriers with increasing Al content of the starting SiGe/Al system. If the
energy barriers were overcome by thermal excitation, then the typical temperature
dependence of degenerately doped SiGe was observed in form of increasing electrical
resistivity and Seebeck coefficient with temperature. Obtained values ranged from
10 mΩcm and 130 µV/K at room temperature to 8 mΩcm and 290 µV/K at 700 K,
respectively.
This work showed that the preparation of thermoelectric SiGe thin films via the
process of MIC is possible. Interesting aspects like phase separation, twin grain
boundaries, and energy barriers in the resulting SiGe layers prove the high potential
for further thermoelectric research with respect to the MIC phenomena.
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